


You know the kind of 
dependable maintenance and 
repair service you can expect 
from Southern Bell. 

I 
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Southern Bell can survey your needs and 
make a wide range of recommendations with no 
consultation fees. These are just some of the 
reasons you'll find that when it comes to business 
communications, nobody talks business like 
Southern Bell. 

@ Southern Bell 

With Southern Bell, you don't have to 
worry about tying up capital, insurance, 
obsolescence, taxes, depreciation or 
unexpected repair costs. 



Buy it now. 
Witha 

C&SBrutk 
Sim~le Interest 

Loan. 

If you need a new car to replace the old gas 
guzzler, or a neat improvement to your home, 
or a vacation, or just about anything ... 
walk right into your nearest C&S Bank office 
anywhere in South Carolina. 

Your timing couldn't be better. 

Because we've just introduced our new "Make
It-Simple" Simple Interest Installment Loans. 

Without getting complicated, Simple Interest 
Loans can save you a pile of money in 
unnecessary interest charges. 

And C&S Bank is the only bank in South 
Carolina to offer them to you. 

Why pay more? Come and see us at C&S. 
We'll show you how much you can save. 
Simple? Simple! 

the action batlK 
The Citizens and Southern National Bank of South Carolina 

Member F.D.I.C. @ 
EOIJAlHOUSIJll6 
LENDER 



THE MYRTLE BEACH HILTON 
THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT ON THE 
GRAND STRAND. THERE'S . / 
NOTHING LIKE IT ANYWHERE. \£ ; 

spacious rooms or penthouses. 4 Vacation in a special, year-round, 
complete resort world. Golf on our 
own Arcadian Shores Club, an 18-
hole course that is as challenging 
as it is beautiful. Relax on the widest 
most unspoiled beach along the 
Grand Strand. Play tennis on one of 
our six all-weather courts. Lounge 
poolside with refreshments from our 
Pool Terrace Cafe and bar. Stroll 
through the color, light and excite
ment of our 14-story atrium lobby. 
Your private world is one of our 390 

All with a balcony overlooking the 
Atlantic. One of our four restaurants 
is suspended 15 floors up, has a 
breathtaking view, a stainless steel 
dance floor, a mirrored ceiling and 
truly professional entertainment. 
Different? Of course. Who wants an 
ordinary vacation? And the best 
port of it all is that special brand of 
Hilton hospitality that makes your 
stay so carefree. 

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Opening in early summer. Accepting reservations now. 
The Myrtle Beach Hilton 
Arcadian Shores, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577 
Please send more information on your resort for all seasons. 

Name Address ________ _ 

City _______ State _______ Zip ___ _ 
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STEAK 
ISOUR 
BREAD 
AND 

BUTTER 
So we have to make it better 
than anyone else! Aged beef 
cut at your table . . . exotic salad 
bar. Quiet intimate dining in an 
atmosphere of rustic elegance. 

.. . and your beer 
and wine are free! 
With your dinner, al l the ice
cold draft beer and dinner wine 
you want are yours ... on the 
house' A difficult combination 
to beat ... or even equal ! Come 
see us ... soon. 

~rJoLER STEAK HOUSE 
36 Market Street 
Charleston, S.C. 
577-7091 

readers' 
com1nents 
What ideas, opm1ons and com

ments do you have about this issue 
of your magazine? We're anxious to 
hear what you think, so this col
umn is all yours-please drop us a 
line. 

I read with interest in the May 
Sandlapper Mr. Buck Miller's letter 
[column] concerning the dearth of 
South Carolina composers. Then, I 
read with more interest Mrs. David 
\i\Tatson's letter in which she extolled 
the talents of Carolina's famous com
poser Lily Strickland ( Mrs. Courtenay 
Anderson). 

Although I am not very good at 
"tooting my own horn" (you see, I 
play the piano), I do want to let Mr. 
Miller know that I am indeed from 
South Carolina-Florence being my 
hometown, and that I have composed 
music since 1941, when my original 
song, "Just Idle Dreams," was fea-
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tured in "Gamecock Revels of '41," at 
the University of South Carolina. I 
was thrilled to hear students whistling 
my songs on the campus. after the 
show. I continued for three years to 
write music for other productions of 
the University Players' Group, songs, 
mood music, background music and 
one waltz, "The Azalea \i\Taltz," also 
"Blue Day." 

I had the pleasure of corresponding 
with Lily Strickland Anderson, Caro
lina composer of "Mah Lindy Lou" 
and numerous other beautiful composi
tions, and she gave me constructive 
criticism of some of my music. She 
made an arrangement of some of my 
songs, among them, "With My Heart 
on My Sleeve." She encouraged me to 
keep on writing and invited me to her 
Hendersonville home to play my pieces 
for her. You can imagine how thrilled 
I was to meet such a genius as she, 
in person. She told me that the road 
to being a published composer was a 
"long, hard road," but "well worth the 
effort." I found her very gracious, most 
charming, and so interested in the fact 
that I had the tendency to compose. 

In recent years I have not tried to 
further my musical career, since I was 
rather busy at home, taking care of my 
husband and son, Randy. Our son is 
now Pfc. W. R. David, U. S. Army, 
stationed on Okinawa. He adores my 
music. 

However, my songs were aired on 
radio and on TV by local songsters, 
among them the former Dottie Joye 
( Mrs. Jimmy Marlowe), who gave 
my songs a professional sound with 
her sparkling talent. 

I became discouraged several years 
ago when I sent a song to a Tommy 
Dorsey Amateur Contest-I heard 
nothing from the contest, but some 
months later a song was aired on the 
radio; my melody, with different lyrics. 
Believe me, that hurt. 

Tell Mr. Miller I'll be glad to play 
some of my music for him, any time. 
I may not be a noted composer, Mr. 
Miller, but I do write music. 

Jean Brunson David 
Kingstree, S. C. 

Here is a story that may interest 
you. 

Not long ago I saw in Sandlapper 
the advertisement of a man's neck
tie with the design of the South Caro
lina crescent-and-palmetto flag. I 
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ordered one of these as a gift for my 
brother, Dr. Louis J. Bristow, who 
grew up in South Carolina but now 
lives in New Orleans. 

Now, after having worn the tie sev
eral times, he writes me : 

"I have had a lot of fun with the 
tie you sent. Here are some of the re
actions: 

"A few people recognized it for what 
it was. 

"Several thought the design meant 
'Moon over Miami' and asked why I 
was wearing it. 

"Two of my friends ( not together), 
when I wore it early this week, asked, 
'Has that got something to do with 
the Israel-Arab war?' 

"One man remarked, 'I know you 
go to church-has that tie got some 
religious significance?' 

"Thank you again for sending it." 

I wonder what other reactions have 
been for other South Carolinians who 
have worn the tie outside South Caro
lina. 

Gwen Bristow 
Encino, California. 

I want to congratulate Tal!?ing on 
Tiptoe for their lovely poetry! They 
were all just great! I would like to see 
more of this work by our wonderful 
young people ! 

My dear young friends, keep this 
good work going! I'm right with you, 
for I write poetry, short stories and 
novels. 

We're working in "the same vine
yard," as the writer, John Parris, once 
wrote me. 

Keep the ideas going ! 

Bessie McGill Stetson 
Anderson, S. C. 

I've just read your article and recipes 
using grits. Why didn't you mention to 
serve them with ham and red-eye 
gravy? Or country sausage? Or bacon 
and eggs? 

Several years ago Mr. Jim Eleazer 
of Clemson College wrote articles for 
The State and Progressive Farmer. I 
always enjoyed reading them. He often 
spoke of mix bread made in Dutch 
Fork, Lexington County. I often wished 
he would give the recipe, but he never 
did. I was pleased when I discovered 
our minister and his wife were from 
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Lexington County and she made mix 
bread. I asked for, and got, her recipe 
just before they moved to Rembert, 
S.C. She is Mrs. J. H. Harmon (Anna 
Margaret). I'm sure she wouldn't mind 
your using it. I made it almost every 
week this past winter. Try it ! 

Estelle F. (Mrs. D. Edgar) Byrd 
Society Hill 

Mix Bread 

4 cups plain flour 

Yi cup sugar 

1 teaspoon salt 

tbs. shortening 

4 tbs. cooked grits 

1 package yeast 

Dissolve yeast in a cup of warm 
water. Sift together first three ingredi
ents. Blend in shortening and grits, and 
add yeast and more warm water for a 
stiff, sticky dough. Cover and let rise 
in a warm place. Mix dough again and 
place in two well-greased loaf pans and 
let rise again. Bake at 375 degrees for 
30-35 minutes. Remove and brush ,,·ith 
butter or margarine. 

VISIT HISTORIC 

FORT 
SUMTER 

NATIONAL MONUMENT 
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 

~~~ ~ -···181U~: __ . .• "'' , , .•.-1_ 

~ -· --= - . - .... 

A colorful boat trip is your introduction 
to this famous fort where the Civil War 
began. A guided tour is conducted by 
National Park Historians. Only tour boat 
to Ft. Sumter. Leaves Municipal Marina 
several times daily. 

~,d!JJ~8~ 
Fort Sumter Tours 

P.O. Bo, 59 
Charleston, South Carolina 

WltEN you hf:cOME A 5EAf>Rook lsl.ANcfER, 
you GET A Lor MORE THAN jusr Alm. 

With every Seabrook Island homesite comes the things which make life 
what you want it to be. Slender palms and massive live oaks cover the island. 

Brilliant white-sand beaches reach out for the horizon. And nature 
lives free Armies of fiddler crabs skitter along the marshes. Deer browse 

silently in the dense thicket . Gulls lazily circle overhead, while stately 
cranes stalk the tidal creeks ... unhurried and unbothered 

like the Islanders themselves . 

Seabrook 1s human activity as well. Islanders play golf and tennis, and 
will soon enjoy Seabrook's equestrian complex . The Beach and 

Cabana Club is rapidly rising from the dunes at the ocean 's edge. 

Come see Seabrook for yourself. You'll find more than just lots. Lots more 
Because Seabrook 1s more than just a place to live It's a way to live. 

Only 20 miles from historic Charleston. 

Write Seabrook Island, Dept. 37, P 0 . Box 99, 
Charleston, S. C 29402, or phone 803/559-0317 
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ecstasy . . 
1n music ... 

WXTC *FM* Stereo 97 
Charleston, S. C. 



from behind -,,, 
the palmet~ 

In the halcyon days of the circus, great 
traveling- caravans spent the summer months 
touring and the winter months in warmer 
climates, repairing, training and getting 
ready for another year on the road. l\1any 
people around York remember when the 
Barnett Bros. Circus wintered in their town. 
Elizabeth Smith talks with the people who 
remember when York was a circus town 
and the people of York, young and old, were 
circus-happy. 

\\..\..."- " ....... - >I _:..~ 

Southern literature is alive and well, 
especially as far as Columbia native 
William Price Fox is concerned. The 
author of Southern Fried, Moonshine 
Light, Moonshine Bright and Ruby 
Red talks, in a lengthy interview, about 
moonshining, working for a living and 
his boyhood in Columbia in general. 
Fox will return to the pages of Sand
Zapper in November with his account 
of the Salley Chitlin' Strut. 

Summer means baseball, and in South 
Carolina it means Dixie Youth Baseball for 
a lot of would-be Hank Aarons and Vida 
Blues. Few people know that Dixie Youth 
Baseball got its start in South Carolina. Tom 
Linton, secretary and general counsel for 
Dixie Youth, tells the story of the founding 
of an organization which has taught thou
sands of boys good sportsmanship, good 
teamwork and good fundamental baseball. 
Every baseball great started young, and 
there's no reason not to believe that another 
Gehrig or Ruth might come from the South 
Carolina program. 

August 1974 

Cover: This month's "South Carolina 
Heritage" feature concerns the society 
that prospered along the Cooper River in 
the early days of the state. Such gentry 
laid the groundwork for the pre-Civil 
War lifestyle that H. L. l\1encken called 
"a civilization of manifold excellences
perhaps the best the Western Hemisphere 
has ever seen." On the cover is l\1edway 
Plantation, one of the outstanding homes 
of the era. Photo by Edwin H. Stone. 

organized in 1920 

Complete Forms of 
Fire and Casualty 
Insurance 

DANA 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
P. 0. Box 11939 
Columbia, S. C. 29211 

tTl~NSl~N
lll~1lJ__.J~Y 
2,;.1 
miles per gallon 

BRITISH 

~ 
LEYLAND 

S84 KING ST. Charleston, S.C. S 77-4060; 
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THE FOREST AND YOU, NO 9 

is a \'isitor who does not remain ... an area 
of unden>/oped federal land retaining its 
primeval dwrader and influPnce without 
permanent improvements of human habitation." 
Generalk, there are no roads in \Vilderness 
<HC'as. 1'~> eahins, except a few emergency 
shelters. No lodges. ~o bridges. picnic tables, 
piped water or other conveniences. No mechanized 
vehicles ma,· enter. \Vil<lerness areas are to be left 
as nature ,,..;ade them. 

Extent of Wilderness 
Georgia-Pacific believes that some land of particular 

interest or picturesque beauty should be set aside as 
\Vilderness. But there is a question as to how much land-how 
many square miles of our limited land reserve should be 
set aside forever? Ancl what type of land should be included? 
And. in forested areas. how manv millions of trees should 
be left unprotected against Naiure's powerful destructive 
forces: fire, insects, disease, and windstorm. 

Today, the National \Viklerness Preservation System 
includes over 10 million acres. Another 103 million acres of 

'\' .Y 

PA. 

primitive and unroaded federal 
lands are being evaluated for 

\Vilderness designation. 
Some groups are pushing for 

as much as 120 million acres of 
\Viklerness. This would comprise 

an area larger than the states 
of Vermont, New Hampshire. 

Maine, Massachusetts, 
Rhode Island, Connecticut, 

New York, Pennsylvania, and 
New Jersey combined. 

Much of this proposed \Vilderness is 
productive timberland. Some of the world's most 
valuable forests are in the Pacific Northwest. 

Here, 2.8 million acres are already in the 
\Vilderness system. Another 7.2 million acres ate 

under consideration for th; kind of management that would 
prohibit potential productivity and general public enjoyment. 

Roughly one-third of the nation's soil wood lumber is derived 
from government lands. Locking up any appreciable amount 
of this productive land could wreak havoc in meeting our 
housing and recreational needs, and raise the price of timber 
and forest products. 

Is there an alternative to setting aside much of our 
valuable forests as Wilderness? Yes. Forests managed under 
the multiple-use concept. 

Multiple Use 
MuJtiple use means use of lands for recreation (including 

the \Vilderness experience), grazing, waler, power 
and timber harvest. 

In forests managed under the multiple use concept, certain 
tree areas are harvested either individually or in tracts. Then 
foresters quickly replant harvested areas. Some of the harvested 
trees are converted into plywood and lumber for homes. 
Our nation has set as a necessary goal the construction 
of 26 million new housing units in the decade ending 
in 1978. Mosl of these homes will be built with wood. 

Some of the harvested trees 
are made into paper. Some 
end up as toys and furniture 

and desks and lamps-or one of 
the other 5,000 products made 
from wood. 

So forests managed 
under the multiple use 
concept provide needed lumber and 
wood fiber for people on a never 
ending cycle. But they also provide 
recreation: picnicking, fishing, 

camping, sightseeing, hunting, 
hiking. boating. swimming. Many 

managed forests have roads which 
alloweasvaccess for vehicles. And man,· 
have dev~lopecl recreation areas: · 

picnicking and camping sites. Beaches. 
Countless millions reach and enjoy the 

thousands of recreation areas in managed 
forests ever~' year. On the other hand, 

because of lack of access and recreational 
facilities. very few can actually "experience" a 

\Vilderness area. 

Forests, Jobs and Taxes 

In addition to man~· other benefits, forests 
managed under the multiple use concept 
provide jobs. Employment derived from 
the forest products industry in the 
United States exceeds 1.75 million 
people with an annual payroll of 
over S 12.5 billion. This work 
force comprises approximately 
8.3 percent of all people 
employed by manufacturing 
industries in the United States. 
Several million additional people 
earn their livelihood supplying 
services and products to the forest 
products industry. \Vhat's more, Wilderness 
areas provide virtually no revenue or tax dollars. 

Some \Vilderness areas are necessary even if most of us can 
only enjoy them from a distance. We must leave places of 
solitude, of unique natural beauty for future generations to 
come. But before more land is locked up, taken off the tax rolls, 
and designated as \Nilderness, we should first consider a ll 
variables. Before an area is set aside, we should ask ourselves 
if that same land would not be more valuable as a multiple use 
area. If it might not be more valuable with roads that people can 
use to enter and enjoy the area. Those same roads could also help 
prevent and fight forest fires. We should also ask if the area can 
provide wood and wood fiber for homes, paper, packaging, 
furniture, and a hundred other necessities. If it can provide 
all these things, including diverse recreational opportunities, 
it may be far more valuable as a forest managed under the 
multiple use concept than as a single use Wilderness area. 

These are just a few of the variables we should consider 
before committing many more millions of acres to the Wilderness 
concept. Hopefully, an optimum land-use balance will become a 
reality in the near future. \Ve need \Vilderness areas. No one 
could possibly deny that. But we a lso need wood and recreational 
areas. No one could possibly deny that either. 

FREE LITERATURE/FREE LOAN FILM 

"The Story of Human Enterprise," a three-time film festival 
award winner, tells about tree farming and what Georgia-Pacific 
is doing to protect the environment. This 28 minute, 16mm 
color film, is ideal for all ages. Available on temporary free 
loan basis to schools and groups. 

"The Forest and You'' poster kit for teachers and conservation 
groups shows how Georgia-Pacific foresters are improving the forests. 
Included are free colorful posters and a list of endangered species. 
First kit free, additional kits 50 cents each while supply lasts. 

Write: Georgia-Pacific Educational Library, Dept. 4-A, 
900 S. W. Fifth Ave., Portland, Oregon 97204. 

Georgia-Pacific 
Growing Forests Forever 



At home and on the go with sandlapper. 
dining out 

Yoder's Dutch Kitchen 

Yoder's Dutch Kitchen served its 
first customers in December 1970, 
and since then people from all over 
South Carolina and Georgia have 
journeyed to sample the stuffed cab
bage rolls, broccoli-rice casseroles 
and homemade breads which have 
made eating at Yoder's an antici
pated and talked-about occasion. 

"Specializing in home cooking" 
is Yoder's motto which is imple
mented by his staff-his wife, six 
children and their spouses. The Y od
ers are members of the Beachy Men
nonite sect, a religious group which 
believes in simplicity. Accordingly 
Yoder's Dutch Kitchen offers no 
frills in atmosphere. Waitresses, also 
members of the Mennonite com
munity, wear crisp white aprons 
over bright blue or gray mid-calf 
dresses. In the tradition of their re
ligion, each woman pulls her hair 
back into a bun which is covered 
with a white prayer cap. Two pan
eled rooms are furnished with sturdy 
wooden tables and booths to accom
modate 140 diners at a time. Until 
a private dining room is added, 
groups are seated together in a sec
tion of the restaurant, or they may 
reserve Yoder's after the 8 :30 p.m. 
closing. 

An evening smorgasbord tempts 
the diner to get as much as he wants, 
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then encourages him to come back 
for more. Served on Monday, Tues
day and Friday nights from 5 to 
8 :30 p.m., Yoder's smorgasbord fea
tures the best of the Pennsylvania 
Dutch specialties-broasted chicken 
with honey, meat loaf, grilled chicken 
livers, seven vegetables including 
baked squash casserole and, of 
course, breads, made and baked fresh 
each morning by Yoder's two oldest 
sons. The weeknight smorgasbord is 
$2.85 and on Fridays, when deep
fried shrimp is added, $3.35. 

A lunch buffet during the week 
from 11 to 3 offers a choice of salad 
or jello, one meat, three vegetables 
and rolls for $1.85. Diners may also 
select from the menu items such as 
homemade soup, roast beef sand
wiches with mashed potatoes and 
breaded veal. Homemade apple but
ter is served with the dinners, which 
are all priced under $3. 

Equally popular with Yoder's 
customers are the takeout foods
long loaves of French bread, sweet 
and sour salad dressing, cinnamon 
rolls, apple fritters, nut sheet cakes 
and a mouth-watering array of pies : 
Dutch apple, peach nut caramel and 
egg custard. 

Located on Highway 72 about two 
miles east of Abbeville, Yoder's is 
closed on Sunday and open only 
from 11 a.111. until 3 p.m. on Wed
nesdays. 

Smoking has never been sanc
tioned in the restaurant, and no al
coholic beverages are served. 

Ellen H. Henderson is a free-lance 
"<L•riter from Columbia. 

of peacocksd 
an lilies 

Don't Knock the Past-Down 
or Otherwise (Part I) 

If there was such a thing as the 
Buck Miller Peacock and Lilies 
Award for contributions to the arts, 
the 1974 prize would undoubtedly 
go to two Charleston ladies named 
Mrs. John Hawk and Mrs. Norman 
B. Stevenson, who serve as co-chair
persons of the Save Charleston 
Foundation. 

What they did is almost as fan
tastic as it is commendable and has 
received such wide press coverage 
that I am somewhat loath to repeat 
it; but I will anyway, since a good 
story can always bear repeating, and 
there might be someone, somewhere, 
who hasn't heard what these two 
undauntable ladies did. 

The story began when an Atlanta 
developer announced plans to erect 
a $6 million condominium complex 
on East Bay, Cumberland and State 
streets, covering an entire city block 
in the heart of Charleston's historic 
district. The plans called for the 
demolition of the buildings on the 
site dating from the early 19th cen
tury, mostly deserted warehouses. 

\Vhen Mrs. Hawk and Mrs. Stev
enson read the announcement ( which 
had the support of the Charleston 
Chamber of Commerce, most of the 
city officials and the City Board of 
Architectural Review), they hit the 
ceiling. 
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It wasn't that they had anything 
against modern buildings or any sort 
of secret passion for deserted ware
houses. They simply felt it was the 
wrong building in the wrong place. 
Charleston remains one of the best 
examples of an 18th and 19th cen
tury urban center in America, where 
people can still experience the mood 
and feeling of what city life was like 
during the early days of our country. 
The planned eight-story condomin
ium would have completely domi
nated Charleston's famous skyline, 
which is mainly made up of four
story buildings. 

Faced with such odds, any reason
able human being would have given 
up on his preservation inclinations. 
But these ladies neither flinched nor 
retreated into the position of, "Well, 
we did all we could, but failed." Un
reasonable? Yes, but thank heaven 
for unreasonable men or women who 
refuse to knuckle under to unreason
able odds, all of which makes the 
story that much more fascinating. 

They formed a group known as 
the Save Charleston Foundation, got 
an injunction halting demolition of 
the area and then entered into ne
gotiations with the developer, who 
agreed to let them pick up the option 
on the property for $1.2 million. The 
deal, however, was only open for 47 
days. 

It's a real cliff-hanger type story, 
isn't it? 

Anyway, the ladies were able to 
find 10 residents of the area who 
were willing to put up the $1,000 
each and had originally planned to 
sell 200 shares at $6,000 each. When 
a Federal Securities Economics 
Commission technicality prevented 
this, there was no hand wringing or 
hesitation. The ladies simply de
cided to ask one million people for 
$1 each. The idea was so simple that 
it sounds ridiculous. But even more 
fantastic is the fact that they pulled 
it off. 

A campaign was launched and the 
dollars began to pour into P. 0. Box 
$1,000,000 from across the nation 
and abroad. As the deadline ap
proached and only about half the 
$1.2 million had been donated the 
North Carolina National Bank came 
to the foundation's rescue and agreed 
to lend the foundation the lacking 
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funds. The site has now been taken 
over by another group of developers 
who will develop the warehouse area 
into a Ghiradelli Square-type com
plex of shops, office space, a hotel, 
etc., which will be architecturally 
compatible with the area. One has 
no wish to ignore the contributions 
of the many who made this a success 
story-from the hundreds of people 
who donated their time and energies 
in various ways to the Save Charles
ton Campaign to the hundreds of 
thousands of people who sent their 
bucks to the ladies for the project. 
But the fact remains that much of 
the credit for the project rests with 
the dynamic duo who spearheaded 
it. In repeating the story, however. 
one cannot help but wonder where 
the South Carolina banks were when 
the going got tough and why it was 
a North Carolina bank which came 
to the rescue. After all, Charleston 
is in South Carolina. There mav be 
a perfectly plausible reason. I "just 
haven't happened to have heard it. 

All this, of course, is by way of 
preface to the subject of this column 
-a lament against the urbicide which 
is resulting in the wilful destruction 
of much that remains of historically 
and architecturally significant struc
tures in this state and nation. 

Let me state clearly I am not one 
to advocate saving every single old 
building which is still standing. In 
this age of urban and population 
growth, of shifting economic and 
social patterns, it would be foolish 
to try to save every architectural 
fragment from the past. But we 
should give some consideration to 
the idea of blending with some imag
ination the past and the present, the 
old and the new, in order to add 
architectural spice and diversity to 
our cityscapes. 

Our cities are in desperate need 
of variety if they are to retain their 
individual characters and not end up 
looking like every other city. Our 
towns need to preserve not merely 
what one era has produced in the 
way of structures, but the expres
sions produced by a variety of men 
at a variety of times in our nation's 
history. Already we have little 
enough remaining from the past. We 
must protect what remains. 

(Continued on page 52) 

happenings 
All activities to be considered for 

the Calendar of Events must be sent 
directly to the Events Editor, Sand
lapper Press, Inc., P.O. Box 1668, 
Columbia, South Carolina 29202, 
no later than 45 days prior to the 
first of the month in which the 
activity will occur. 

music 

August 1, 8, 15 

GREENVILLE - Furman University -
Furman University Lakeside Band Con
certs, 7 :30 p.m. 

August 2-3 

EUTAWVILLE-Fourth Annual Coun
try and Wes tern Days ( with Nashville, 
Tennessee bands), Rocks Pond Camp
ground. 

theatre 

August 6-17 

COLUMBIA-"Oh Dad, Poor Dad, 
Mama's Hung You in the Closet and 
I'm Feeling So Sad", Workshop The
atre, 8 :30 p.m. ( Sunday matinees at 
3 :00 p.m.) 

Through August 10 

MYRTLE BEACH-University of South 
Carolina Summer Theatre, Myrtle 
Beach Convention Center ( featuring 
"The Boy Friend"). 

Through September 

GREENVILLE-Greenville Little The
atre-Greenville Young People's The
atre Workshop Summer Session. 

(Continued on page 51) 
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Note the look of concentration on the 
pitcher's face. Another Whitey Ford, 
maybe? Below, the coach offers a few 
suggestions out on the pitcher's mound. 

-Photos by Don McMillen 
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The Great American Pastime - Southern Fried 

Dixie Youth 
Baseball 

When Abner Doubleday and the boys 
played that first game of baseball 
in Cooperstown, little did they 

know that they were going to start the 
"national pastime" and produce heroes 
like Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Ty Cobb 
and Hank Aaron-all of wl1om began 
playing sandlot baseball in their home
towns as young boys. 

The sandlots are still around, but a 
new training ground has developed 
over the years-Dixie Youth Baseball, 
which began right here in South Caro
lina. 

The team 
gathers around 
the plate to 
greet the 
batter after his 
home run. 
Teamwork is 
a basic ele
ment in 
Dixie Youth 
Baseball. 

By Thomas S. Linton 

Every season players, coaches, par
ents and just plain baseball fans gather 
at the fields to participate in the na
tional pastime. The players themselves 
learn not only the rudiments of the 
sport, but also the hard work, team ef
fort and applied sportsmanship that 
goes along with the game. 

Dixie Youth Baseball, Inc. is a 
unique organization. It operates in nine 
states now, from Virginia through Lou
isiana, including Tennessee as the only 
noncoastal state, and it is almost im
possible to find a household in the 
Southeast with a boy from 9- to 12-
years-old which is not aware of the 
league. But many people are not aware 
that Dixie Youth Baseball originated in 
South Carolina. 

Three South Carolinians are respon
sible for the concept and establishment 
of the system. The late Danny Jones 
of North Charleston and Matt Goyak 
of Georgetown and I, all of us active 
in the Little League program, re
sponded to a major breakdown of the 
Little League system in this state. Born 
in crisis, though, Dixie Youth Baseball 
has flourished and gained a respected 
place in the nation. 

In the summer of 1955 the National 
Little League organization ordered the 
racial integration of the South Carolina 
program through the inclusion of a 
black franchised league from Charles
ton in the state tournament. Many 
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The Greenville 
team receives 
its trophy as 

winners of the 
first Dixie 

.g Youth World 
] Series in 1956. 

Above, "Keep your eye on the ball 
and don't choke up on the bat." 
Below, "Did he call for a fast ball or 
a knuckle ball? What did the coach 
say, anyway?" 

P-< 
I 

Little League personnel here were al
ready dissatisfied with the structure 
and policies of the national organiza
tion, resenti:-1g what they considered a 
dictatorial attitude, and consequently 
the local and state officials severed re
lations with the parent organization and 
conducted their own state tournament. 

At that time there was no other pro
gram available to fill the need of 8- to 
12-years-old boys to play organized 
baseball ; the need to find a replacement 
was paramount. During our independ
ent state tournament in 1955, Danny 
Jones, Matt Goyak and I started ex-
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ploring possible alternatives to the re
pudiated Little League organization. 
Each of us brought a strong back
ground in boys' baseball : Danny Jones 
had brought the first Little League 
team to his recreation program in North 
Charleston ; Matt, as recreation director 
of Georgetown, had already been lining 
up leagues for the purpose of forming a 
state program ; and I had been a coach 
and chairman of the state Little League 
tournament for several years. We had 
strong ideas on what the alternative 
system should offer. Both Danny and 
Matt felt that the new organization 
should stress participation at the local 
levels in all policy making. I felt that 
many other state programs would even
tually come to the same repudiation of 

Little League policies as we had, and 
I urged the others to make plans which 
would encompass a regional association 
rather than merely a state one. The day 
following our initial discussion, Danny 
J ones handed me a check for $20 from 
the North Charleston Rotary Club, and 
Dixie Youth Baseball was born; $100 
from the Optimist Club of Columbia 
gave us our first working capital. 

During the next several weeks we 
worked out the organizational structure, 
constitutional provisions, play rules and 
prospective member organizations. The 
original name adopted was Little Boys 
Baseball, Inc., and we operated under 
this title until 1962, when the name 
officially became the more representa
tive Dixie Youth Baseball, Inc. 

Organized competition brings out the best in every boy under the leader
ship of interested adults who coach the teams and offer players valuable 
training in the rudiments of baseball. 



- Photo courtesy Thomas S. Linton 

The most significant features of our 
constitution included provisions allow
ing local leagues to elect members to 
the highest board of directors; that no 
director or officer was to receive pay
ment for his services; that surplus funds 
were to be used for college scholarships; 
and that the Dixie Youth W arid Series 
would be awarded to the city making 
the best offer. 

The present structure, as it has 
evolved, is one of the most democratic 
in the world. The leagues in each state 
elect their own district and state di
rectors as well as their representatives 
to the overall board of directors. Man
agers, coaches, local league officials and 
all interested persons are encouraged to 
submit proposed changes in rules and 
policies each year. In this way, Dixie 
Youth Baseball was voluntarily inte
grated in 1966. 

The annual meeting is held at the 
site of and during the same time as the 
league's world series. A rules commit
tee and a constitution and policy com
mittee review all proposed changes; 
major changes in either must be ap
proved by the whole board. 

The selection of the world series site 
is also a challenging process. Any city 
within the sphere of operations may bid 
on hosting the series ; so far, the series 
has been held in seven of the nine mem
ber states. Competition to be the host 
city is keen : The publicity and spirit of 
community involvement generated by 
holding the series is a choice plum for 
the winner. 

Since 1961, the first year its gradu
ates have been eligible, Dixie Youth 
Baseball has taken great pride in its 
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scholarship program. Currently the or
ganization awards six high school senior 
boys $700 each as outright grants which 
may be used to fund any educational 
program beyond the high school level. 
Emphasis is placed on need. Grades are 
an important factor in choosing scholar
ship winners, but they are not so im
portant as a student's involvement in 
school, church and community activi
ties; the well-rounded boy is always the 
first choice. 

Dixie Youth Baseball sponsors two 
publications in which it takes great 
pride. Dugout Dope is published peri
odically throughout the year by Harry 
\Villoughby of Birmingham, Ala., and 
contains news items of general interest 
to league members. Baselines is pub
lished once a year and presents a pic
torial review of the past world series 
and some feature articles. 

Dixie Youth Baseball is more than 
just a recreational outlet for boys; it is 
the training ground for habits and 
traits which a boy will carry with him 
throughout his life. Baseball demands 
alertness, discipline and sportsmanship. 
The emphasis is for each player to give 
his best effort, and to be willing to ac
cept defeat as gracefully as victory. The 

program also crosses economic bound
aries: boys from all different types of 
backgrounds must learn to cooperate 
and respect one another in order to 
have a successful team. 

And the parents learn, too. Many 
learn for the first time of the satisfac
tion and pleasure gained from giving of 
themselves and helping others. The 
parents also must learn discipline. A 
league is much better off to have honest 
and admirable men as coaches and vol
unteer workers and cannot survive with 
workers who take out their frustrations 
and hostilities on the children-no mat
ter how well they know the game. Each 
person involved with Dixie Youth Base
ball must learn to accept responsibility 
with dignity. 

The organization has grown from 
537 teams in 1956 to 5,915 last year-
1,021 of which are located in South 
Carolina. The great American pastime 
is getting greater all the time; and 
South Carolinians are contributing to 
that growth. 

Tlro111as S. Linton, chief attorney for 
tire Legislative Council, is secretary and 
general counsel of Dixie Yonth Base
ball, Inc. , and chairnian of the Richland 
County Recreation C ominission. 

If you're not ready 
to rock, 

come to the Pointe 
and swing. 

""I" 

' 
Morgan's Pointe is for ..,..~ basin Eto open 

people who want to live , Summer 1975). Birds 
life ... not merely pass and animals, living 
through it. For people naturally. And only 
who want to swing ... a twelve freeway miles 
golf club, a tennis from our gatehouse, 
racquet, a sailboat's historic Charleston-
boom. Enjoy two the city where the 
championship golf South began. Come 
courses. (The first see the wide selection 
nine is scheduled for of homesites now under 
completion Fall '7 4.) development. .. or for more 
Lighted all-weather information call toll-free 
tennis courts, to be 1-800-845-5355 (inside 
completed Spring '75. SouthCarolina call 1-800-922-3887) 
The lntracoastal Waterway and the or write to Dept. 11, Drawer 957. 
ocean, easily visible from the yacht Charleston, South Carolina 29402. 

Obtain HUD property report from developer 
and read it before signing anrthing. HUD 
neither approves the merits o the offering 
nor the value, if any, of the property. This 
offering is not available to residents in 
states where prohibited by law. 

rnMorgans Pointe 
\):)J The pointe of life. 
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PART OF SOUTH CAROLIN~S BEST KEPT SECRET 

HISTORY 
Let's face it. Part of getting away from it all is getting away. And you can't do that 

on the coast. Or Florida. Or the city. There's just too many people. 
South Carolina's early settlers knew what to do. They kept their families in the 

Uplands. Away from the coastal plantations. And the heat, piracy, and pestilence 
there. 

They appreciated the mildness of the seasons and the beauty of the land. The 
Uplands had four distinct seasons. And mountains. And more trees than anyone had 
seen before. In fact, part of the Uplands is in a National Forest system larger than 
Massachusetts. 

But the Uplands were forgotten. They 
remain fresh and unspoiled. The air is still 
pure. The water is still clean. And the views 
are still uncluttered. 

Keowee Key is in the center of all of this. 
It's a peaceful community on the shores of 
Lake Keowee, in its early stages of develop
ment. It has been designed to fit in with the 
existing order, to enhance what's already 
there. 

The Uplands, South Carolina's best kept 
secret. Fortunately. 

THE LAKE 
First of all, it's just big enough. 18,400 

acres of water and about 300 miles of 
shorelines. Unlike some of the huge reser
voirs, it's relatively undiscovered. You don't 
compete with millions of others for space at 
Lake Keowee. 

You can go boating, fishing, swimming, 
and skiing in clear water. That is a refreshing 
change from many other lakes. The lake is a 
part of a watershed and it's isolated from big 
cities. Pollution should never be a problem. 

Scores of little coves dot the shoreline, 
making excellent secluded fishing spots. The 
bass fisherman have held tourneys on Lake 
Keowee for two years in a row now. And 
every year the fish get bigger and better. 

SUMMERTIME. 
WHEN THE FISHIN' IS EASY. 

Obtain the HUD Property 
Report from developer and 
read it before signing any
thing. HUD neither approves 
the merits of the offering nor 
the value, if any, of the 
property. 

THE LAND 
It's beautiful. Gently rolling hills. More 

plant life than most anywhere in the United 
States. 

It's ruggedly beautiful land. It will remain 
almost as wild and natural as it is today. 

There is a golf course almost ready. It's a 
fabulous championship course with only one 
flaw in the eyes of even the most dedicated 
golfer. The views from the tees. They're so 
breathtaking that concentration on the game 
may be difficult. 

And of course, a clubhouse. The pro
posed structure is stil I in the planning stages. 
It will be designed into the land. A part of 
what's there. We don't want any ostenta
tious buildings that grate on the eye. 

To help ensure that construction disturbs 
the land as little as possible, we've adopted 
some rules. Like no trees larger than 3 inches 
around to be cut without written permis
sion. And we have a qualified review com
mittee to look at house plans before they're 
built. Necessary rules, we think to assure 
you that Keowee Key will always be natural 
as possible. 

Proposed multi-family dwellings are being 
planned of natural materials. They will be 
close to the lake. You'll have a view of the 
land from your windows, not the neighbor's 
back door. 

Several homes are being started right 
now-private homes tastefully done. Homes 
that you can buy. It's part of an effort to 
offer you the perfect year around resort 
community. 

For more information send us the 
coupon. Or write direct if you have specific 
questions. Our address is: 

Keowee Key 

P. 0. Box 480 

Walhalla, South Carolina 29691 

I certainly would like to know 
more about Keowee Key. Tell me 
about it. 

My name: _________ _ 

Address: _________ _ 

City: __________ _ 

State: __________ _ 



"Henry Lee's World", from the col
lection of the Johnson Publishing Co., 
Chicago, Ill. 

"Henrietta's Keepsake," from the col
lection of Mr. and Mrs. J. West Sum
mers; Orangeburg. 

"Woman with Fan," from the artist's 
collection. Above right, "Father Im
age," from the collection of the Uni
versity of Illinois at N onnal. 
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Batik Artist 
Leo Twiggs 

Dr. Leo F. Twiggs is enthusiastic 
about young people, a necessary 
attribute of a good teacher. He is 

head of the art department at South 
Carolina State College at Orangeburg, 
a former member of the S. C. Arts 
Commission and special advisor to their 
Arts-in-Education Division. The tal
ented artist is known nationally for his 
paintings in an unusual medium-batik 
wax-resist. 

Twiggs' enthusiasm for teaching be
gan long before he graduated sunima 
cum la ude from Claflin College-pos
sibl y at the time his father died. Leo 
was ten then, the eldest of seven chil
dren whom he had to help his mother 

By Nancy Chirich 

support. He still feels an acute respon
sibility for all young people and a 
strong sense of mission toward teach
ing art to students from low socio
economic backgrounds. 

He knows firsthand what encourage
ment can mean. 

One of his earliest jobs was as jani
tor, and then projectionist at the Star 
Theatre in St. Stephen. After seeing 
some of his drawings, the theatre own
er's wife gave him his first painting set 
in exchange for the first oil portrait 
signed "Twiggs." Besides wanting to 
be a good artist, Leo had an impossible 
dream-to go to college. When it looked 
as though he would never get there, 
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some of the people of his hometown, 
including the theatre owner and his wife 
and the pastor of the First Baptist 
Church introduced him to Dr. Roy 0. 
McClain. This dynamic minister got 
Leo into Claflin. 

There were no scholarships, and Leo 
paid his way with odd jobs, such as 
cleaning the art department and show
ing movies at the nearby Carolina 
Theatre in Orangeburg. 

"I ran the first Cinemascope picture 
and the first 3-D picture in town-a 
much bigger operation than I had been 
used to at the Star. E. B. Bowman 
managed the Carolina Theatre then, 
and he helped me as much as he could. 
He'd even start the movie for me if I 
had a class that ran over," Twiggs re
calls. "I don't think most people knew 
there was a black projectionist in the 
Carolina. There were very few racial 
issues then." 

He is still a film fan and still a fan of 
Mr. Bowman. "One of the really influ
ential people in my life," Twiggs says 
of him. 

After college came a hitch with the 
Army Signal Corps, study at the Art 
Institute of Chicago and a master's 
degree from New York University. On 
his return to the state where his roots 
are firmly planted he got a teaching job 
in the art department at Sumter's Lin
coln High School. 

"At which point," Twiggs says, "I 
found that everything I had learned 
about education had to be thrown out 
the window because I was now teach
ing disadvantaged ghetto kids. But it 
was a great satisfaction when they be
gan winning awards-lots of them." 

He joined the staff of South Carolina 
State College in 1964. In addition to 
his regular duties, he elected to give art 
lessons to children in a nearby rural 
school. 

"About 98 percent of them were on 
the federal food program, they were so 
poor. Most of them had never seen an 
original painting until I brought some 
of mine to class. But one of those stu
dents won an award from Scholastic 
Magazine. The parents came to me and 
told me I had really changed the direc
tion their 11-year-old daughter had 
been taking, and they had tears in their 
eyes. It was one of the proudest mo
ments of my life. 

"So you see why I don't agree with 
people who say that art is a 'frill' that 
doesn't belong in the public schools." 
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Dr. Leo Twiggs 
at work in his 

studio at 
S.C. State College, 

where he heads 
the art department. 
Twiggs abandoned 

most of the traditional 
media to concentrate 

on batik in 1965. 
His work involves 

a challenging process. 

' 
About this time Dr. A. I. Mose, dean 

of State's School of Education, told 
him that a doctoral program in art was 
being initiated at the University of 
Georgia in Athens. Leo was encour
aged to try for acceptance by Lamar 
Dodd, head of the increasingly pres
tigious art department there. Dr. Dodd 
could make no promises, and no one 
had much hope ("Are you kidding? 
The University of Georgia?"), but Leo 
tried anyway. In 1970 he became the 
first black person to receive a doctorate 
in art from that institution, and the 
only doctoral student in the art depart
ment elected to Phi Kappa Phi national 
honor society. 

"All that time," Twiggs remembers 
appreciatively, "most of my professors 
treated me as a colleague, not as a 
student." 

His thesis was on encouraging disad
vantaged children to criticize art on the 
basis of their own experience. Using 
the work of such artists as Edward 
Hopper and Andrew ·wyeth, he had 
1 SO elementary school children look at 
such paintings as "Christina's 'Norld," 
think about them and record their im
pressions without prompting. Each 
child would decide for himself the emo
tion expressed, more frequently than 
not unconsciously agreeing with the 
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ideas of professional art critics. Dr. 
Twiggs says today he believes that 
their critiques were often more percep
tive and interesting than those written 
for some museum catalogs. 

Now he is enthusiastic about his work 
with college students. The campus gal
lery he established at the new Miller F. 
\i\Thittaker Library features, though not 
exclusively, black artists with whom his 
students might identify. Twiggs would 
like to see more black participation in 
art as in everything else in America 
and works toward this goal in a quietly 
relentless way. He believes that art 
should know no boundaries. He does 
not consider his paintings as paintings 
of black people, but as "symbolic ele
ments of the human condition," and he 
never uses models. 

"\Voman with Fan," for instance, 
could be any old lady, though it is a 
portrait from memory of his grand
mother. Her face is black, but Twiggs 
hopes that the viewer sees beyond the 
color of the skin, "beyond the mere 
surface," into something that may once 
have touched him deeply. The painting 
includes everything Twiggs remembers 
about all old ladies in church holding 
fans, profoundly religious but nonethe
less glad to be off their feet on a torrid 
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summer Sunday. The ecclesiastical am
bience is all there in one curved line. 

The children in his paintings always 
have the same shaped face and form, 
but no features. Even so, they are com
pletely recognizable as children. "At 
Four and a Half" shows a little girl in 
a swing, among flowers and bright 
springtime leaves-the epitome of child
hood freedom and abandon. Another 
painting is of a boy shooting marbles. 
Twiggs remembers a friend who was 
quite good at that. This canvas is "the 
essence of a happy, wandering kind of 
existence, really make-believe." Even 
people from the harshest climes have 
this kind of a faraway halcyon South 
of childhood, the easy-going memory 
of being without care, which may be 
vvhy his paintings appeal to so many 
people from so many places. 

There are those who find them mel
ancholy. One elderly woman told him 
she wouldn't want to own one because 
it would make her unbearably sad. 
"When are you going to paint me a 
happy picture, Leo?" she asks when 
they meet on a tree-shaded street in 
Orangeburg. But Leo Twiggs doesn't 
paint for people who just like pretty 
things; he feels that artists should not 
work with anyone else in mind. "Be
sides," he adds, "it is practically im
possible to be depressing in batik." 

Inclivicluals who acquire his paintings 
usually come from the white upper
middle class-lawyers, doctors, ortho
dontists, professors, legislators, bankers, 
merchants and civic leaders. His works 
are in the collections of various banks 
and industries throughout the country, 
and Johnson Publishing Co. (Ebony, 
Jet) recently bought one for their new 
building in Chicago. One of his first 
sales was through the Gallery of Con
temporary Art in ,,Vinston-Salem, N.C., 
to an executive of the R. J. Reynolds 
Tobacco Co., who wrote that a 
Twiggs painting he had just hung was 
the most refreshing he had seen in a 
long while. Twiggs treasures every 
letter he receives about his work and 
is "thrilled that people will trouble to 
write." 

The City of Orangeburg owns a 
Twiggs original which is displayed in 
City Hall. This is part of a recent 
series called "Commemoration," not of 
the Civil ,,Var, but of the hero worship 
Twiggs believes is a basic human in
stinct. Some of the paintings in the 
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series feature a somewhat tattered and 
faded Confederate flag. This effect 
comes in great part from the delicate 
colors Twiggs mixes himself from ana
line ( cold-water dyes) and the use of 
batik as a medium. 

As a canvas he prefers to use various 
grades of plain muslin, which give dif
ferent color and crackling effects ac
cording to weight. First the fabric is 
stretched on a drawing board and a 
design or sketch is drawn on it with 
pencil or charcoal. (Twiggs feels that 
a formal worked-over layout is the sur
est way to kill concentration.) Certain 
areas are then covered with melted wax 
to make them resist color when the fab
ric is clipped into a dye solution-one 
good technical reason his paintings are 
seldom larger than about 30 x 40 in
ches. On the average more than 25 dif
ferent dye solutions are used in painting 
one picture. Each painting takes about 
three weeks, to allow the dyes to dry 
thoroughly and to allow time to put the 
,yaxed canvas into a freezer to make 
it brittle enough for good crinkle ef
fects. Mrs. Twiggs irons the fabric 
between newspapers to remove the wax 
and fix the dyes permanently. Then the 
fabric is fastened to masonite and a 
final touch-up with a brush may be 
done before the painting-for it is by 
now a thoroughly respectable painting 
and not a wall hanging-is signed and 
framed. 

Through all his formal training in 
art Twiggs used the usual assortment 
of media. In 1965 he became converted 
to batik, and except for drawings and 
an occasional woodcut he has not 
worked with anything else since. 

He is constantly experimenting with 
what he considers a challenging process 
that is difficult to control. Currently he 
is trying wax-resist on a very conserv
ative floral print fabric-"exactly what 
the old ladies used to wear" -for a 
painting of an elderly woman. 

"Batik is a medium usually reserved 
for decorating textiles, and many art
ists turn away from it because of its 
tedious and contrived nature," Leo 
Twiggs explains. "But for me there are 
still lots of places to go with batik." 

En route, Dr. Twiggs welcomes any 
interruptions caused by his first commit
ment to the teaching of young people. 

Nancy Chirich is a free-lance writer 
from Charleston. 

GALLERY, LTD. 

We have the largest 
selection of limited 
edition wildlife works. 
See originals and prints 
by Jim Palmer. 

Stop by and browse 
through our outstand
ing selection offered 
now at 
Coligny Plaza, Hilton 
Head. 

• Coligny Plaza 
Hilton Head, S.C. 

GALLERY. ! TO 

I. JENKINS MIKELL, JR. 

• Life Insurance 

• Pension Plans 

• Group Insurance 

• Health Insurance 

• Annuities 

New York Life Insurance Co. 

P.O.Box11803 ~ ® 
S.C.N. Center. Main St. II 
Columbia, S.C. 29211 I ~ 

252-5657 
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Colonel 'laylorwas hard 
to get along with. 

That's why his Bourbon isn't. 

The old man could be 
an unholy terror. 

Colonel Edmund H. 
Taylor Jr. swore that his 
Bourbon would be the 

best in Kentucky. 
And if a bungler or a 

sloven stood in his way, 
the Colonel would as 

soon nail him to the wall. 
If a cooper delivered 

some white-oak barrels 
that were a knot off perfect, 

the Colonel was the kind 
that'd grab an axe and stave 
in every barrel in the wagon. 

And if a hapless farmer tried to 

Bourbon County rattle. 
He could be a rough, 
tough, mean son-of-a 
something, our Colonel. 
But, oh, the Bourbon 
whiskey he made. 
Gentle on your tongue, 
soft in your gullet and 
as smooth as limestone 
rocks worn slick by 
spring water. 

We still make Old 
Taylor the slow, quality 

way the Colonel wanted 
it made. 

sneak less than choice small-grain 
com past the Colonel, his fury, they say, 

Even now, 
we don't want 

to rile him. 
Old Taylor. His 

Bourbon. Try it. could make every window sash in old 

It took years to 
find water clear and 
crisp enough for the 
Colonel's Bourbon. 

OldTuylor. 
It's easy to get 

along with. ____ , ___ 
For one flawed barrel, 

Colonel Taylor might take 
an axe to the whole wagonload. 

Kentucky Stra ight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof, The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort & Louisville, Kentucky 
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An Interview 

with 

William Price Fox 

William Price Fox, author of South
ern Fried, Moonshine Light, Moon
shine Bright, Ruby Red and numerous 
magazine articles and film scripts, is a 
native of Columbia, S. C. His exper
iences in Columbia and the people he 
grew up with have been largely re
sponsible for giving his writing a uni
que Southern fiavoring and a very per
sonal brand of humor. Fox met with 
Joseph Bruce and Bill and Diane Cren
shaw in March for an exclusive Sand
lapper interview, discussing his mem
ories of Columbia, his writing and his 
future plans. He currently teaches at 
the Creative Writing Center in Iowa 
City, Iowa. 

Sandlapper: Your Columbia back
ground has played a strong part in 
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your wntmgs. Where did you live in 
Columbia? How did you feel about the 
city? 
Fox: I grew up being kind of ashamed 
of living down there 'cause everyone 
else lived up on the hill, even though 
it was only about two blocks away. 
But we lived down there around Pul
aski Street, which is about as far down 
as you can get. The next one down 
was Huger. Then we lived on Elm
wood and Huger for a while, where 
that cross-over is now, and that was 
really far down. You just can't get 
much farther down than that. We felt 
kind of cut off frqm the rest of the 
town. We had our friends around 
there. I imagine in high school I tended 
to make friends from uptown, because 
my crowd didn't go to high school a 
lot of times. They just worked in the 
mill or something like that. It makes 
it hard to have friendships over the 
years. I still keep in touch with some, 
though. 
Sandlapper: What did you do for fun 
as a boy in Columbia? 
Fox: We used to climb that railroad 
cut down there. We'd get on that bank 
and climb from Elmwood all the way 
up to where that new post office is. 
We'd cling along the sides, little paths, 
you could barely get up there. A lot 
of kids would fall off those things. 
Sandlapper: In one story in Southern 
Fried, you mention a pit fight with a 
bobcat. Did you really have those 
fights? Did you see that one? 
Fox: No, but Dad saw it and he told 
me about it. We lived down in that 
area where they were going on. I think 
cockfights are all I remember seeing, 
and dog fights-my dog and somebody 
else's. No bobcats. They did fight bob
cats down there in Camden, though. 
Very big gamblers. And a lot of pro
fessional dice throwers, too. They 
could do a thing called the cakewalk 
where the dice would come out and 
stand on one point and walk around. 
This is without a backboard, just 
thrown out on hard clay. Dad threw, 
I think, 36 straight passes one time, 
you know, making the points 36 times 
ma row. 
Sandlapper: How about baseball-that 
plays a big part in Southern Fried. Did 
you ever play on that Green Wave 
baseball team ? 
Fox: We had an Elmwood Drugstore 
team and we played the state pen. And 
J played for the Green Street Metho-
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dist Church basketball team. I'd keep 
changing churches when somebody 
else had a better team. 
Sandlapper: What places in Columbia 
stand out in your mind as being es
pecially memorable or significant? Like 
the old Elmwood drugstore? 
Fox: I guess there and Logan School, 
and then way off down in the Bottom, 
down by the river, and the trestle area. 
Vv e used to dive off there a lot, and fish 
there a lot. And the Ritz theater, is it 
still here? It's changed its name ... 
Sandlapper: The Plaza 3. 
Fox: We'd sneak in there a lot, sneak 
in through the air ducts, climb over the 
neon and all the wiring. Pretty danger
ous business to save a damn dime. 
Sandlapper: Where were the places to 
go in Columbia then? What did you 
do for entertainment-besides jump 
off bridges ? 
Fox: We used to jump on the coal cars 
and throw the coal off and sell it, and 
that was pretty good. And then we'd 
go out to the back of restaurants and 
get the bottles and sell them to moon
shiners, bootleggers, and we had rub
ber gun fights a lot of that stuff. 
Sandlapper: Rubber guns? 
Fox: Yeah, we'd make rubber guns 
with hunks of inner tubes and clothes
pin triggers. They'd go about, oh, 75 
feet, I guess. A lot of fishing, lot of 
swimming; and baseball, a lot of hard
ball. We had kind of a roving team and 
wt;'d play the mill a lot, Olympia Mill. 
The games would go all day. Then 
I caddied a lot out at Trenholm Road, 
learned to play golf there. That's 
where a shopping mall is now. They 
ruined a great golf course to build a 
sorry shopping mall. 
Sandlapper: Where did you go as a 
teenager? 
Fox: I went out to the Pig Trail Inn 
a lot, and Doug Broome's was very 
big then. I was Doug's first cook on 
Lady Street, first cook he had. I was 
in the ninth grade. It was a poor time, 
right when the war started. I worked 
at Vv estern Union about two years, 
messenger boy. And I had to deliver 
those death telegrams down in Black 
Bottom, way down there. You'd have 
to knock on the door about two in the 
morning and they'd know damn well 
it was death, it had two stars on it. 
And you had to collect the damn 
money and then you had to read them 
the telegram 'cause they couldn't read, 
then you had to write back the answer. 

It was grim. You'd have to go through 
the whole thing. Every night you'd get 
one or two of those. 
Sandlapper: What were race relations 
like then? 
Fox: Like there were none. It was 
very rigid then, it wasn't loose at all. 
Western Union boys were all white, it 
was a good paying job back then. The 
blacks still had to eat out of the back 
door at most places. But Dad had his 
all-black band, and they'd come around 
to the house and eat there, sleep there 
a lot of times, and we sold a lot of 
whiskey to blacks, so we grew up with 
'em pretty much. But we were the ex
ceptions. Most of them were what we'd 
call grass-eaters, you know, not really 
anti-black, but had nothing to do with 
them, just cut them off completely. 
Sandlapper: You mentioned moon
shine, and it also crops up frequently 
in your fiction. \Vas there much of that 
going on? 
Fox: Oh, yeah. 
Sandlapper: How about revenuers? 
Did you just bribe everybody? 
Fox: No, you couldn't bribe every
body. Too many to bribe. 
Sandlapper: Well, did they just leave 
you alone? 
Fox: No, they raided you, and if you 
got caught, you did time. Dad did a 
year. You got a year for your first 
offense, and a year for the second, de
pending on who the judge was. 
Sandlapper: Was there any bribing 
going on? 
Fox: Sure there was. But you could 
bribe one person and the next guy 
would come along and take it from you. 
You couldn't bribe everybody at once 
because there were too many variables 
going on. And they had one guy who's 
an ex-sheriff around here-he was very 
straight. And a lot of simple people 
who took their duty very seriously. 
They were out there like mounties or 
something. Occasionally you could 
bribe somebody to let you by on the 
road at night, but you couldn't buy any 
sheriffs around here. You could in 
Georgia. You could buy a sheriff over 
there and set up a still for two months 
and run that thing to death. 
Sandlapper: What kind of methods did 
you use to smuggle it in? Where was 
it being made? 
Fox: Near Augusta. They had a big 
one over there that made, I think, 
about 1,500 gallons a day, a really big 
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operation. And they would bring it 
over here in trucks and cars and bottle 
it here. 
Sandlapper: Any special tanks? False 
gas tanks or anything like that? 
Fox: No, that was used in the movies. 
By the time you build a car into a 
tanker, you're talking about a lot of 
money. They'd take regular cars, soup 
the engines up, and then they would 
take out the back seat and build a false 
bottom back there so you could stack 
it. Or they'd take a regular old Ford 
and take all the guts out of the back 
and then stack cases to just below the 
level of the window. I think it held 
something like 17 cases. Any cop would 
know a false tank. 
Sandlapper: Did they have any special 
shocks to keep it from bottoming out? 
Fox: Yeah, a lot of that. As a matter 
of fact, they'd put sandbags in the back 
when they weren't running it, other
wise the rear end would stick up like 
a jackrabbit's. 
Sandlapper: Was there much moon
shining in the city, or was it all brought 
in from outside? 
Fox: No, a lot was done in the city, too. 
My uncle had a still on Taylor Street, 
about two blocks from the city jail. 
He figured that would keep him sharp. 
That's the one I used in Moonshine 
Light, that still that backfired. That 
really happened. The john downstairs 
clogged up, and it flowed out into the 
street. They didn't catch them. They 
didn't go back. That was an automatic 
deal, which was pretty inventive when 
you think about it. They were very 
clever, those moonshiners. They had 
to make do with what they had. I think 
Dad invented a rope coil. At the be
ginning of World War II you couldn't 
get copper tubing. So he would take a 
sheet of copper and lap it so there 
wouldn't be any solder on the inside, 
so it would be on the outside, 'cause 
solder's lead and it'd poison you. 
Everybody was careful back then about 
how they handled the stuff. Then he'd 
drop the rope down in it and coil it 
like you do on a ship, and the liquor 
would just run down the rope, trickle 
down and touch the copper on the way 
down. But that's a pretty ingenious 
thing. 
Sand'lapper: Did you ever have any 
close calls being raided ? 
Fox: Yeah. I used to sit on the front 
porch and read comic books and watch 
for the law. I was about nine then. 
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WE DON'T HAVE MEETING ROOMS 
in Jack Daniel's Hollow. But there are plenty 
of nearby places to hold discussions. 

You see, making good whiskey doesn't call for 
meetings. What you need is pure water without 
a trace of iron; good friends to deliver choice 
grain; experienced Tennesseans . to distill your 
whiskey; and a rickyard for making charcoal to 
mellow its taste. Happily, we 
don't have to leave Moore 
County for any of these 
good things. And with 
Mulberry Creek flowing 
by our Hollow, we 
don't fall short on 
meeting space either. 

CHARCOAL 
MELLOWED 

6 
DROP 

6 
BY DROP 

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof· Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery 
Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 

The first Distillery placed in the National Register 
of Historic Places by the United States Government. 
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They wanted a kid who had good eyes 
'cause they'd come out of the sun at 
you, down on Richland Street from 
the west. You'd flip a little switch to 
buzz a buzzer and they'd throw it out 
the back. 
Sandlapper: Did you have a pipe to 
get rid of the liquor fast, like Spider's 
in Ruby Red'! 
Fox: Yeah, that was true. I think Dad 
built that. It was a big outlet with no 
U-trap, right straight to the sewers. 
Thirty-five gallons would go down real 
fast. It'd take your hand with it. Had 
to go down fast, otherwise they'd come 
in and catch you with five or six drops. 
There's a good bit about Faulkner, 
speaking of this, that he had his own 
moonshine. Ever hear about that? 
Sandlapper: No. 
Fox: Yeah, made it especially for him. 
That's all he drank. 
Sandlapper: Was Faulkner one of the 
big influences on you? 
Fox: No, I never read him at all 'ti! 
about five or six years ago. I didn't 
read very much. I just read funny 
books and Dick Tracy. 
Sandlapper: How'd you get interested 
in writing? 
Fox: I haven't a clue. I was going with 
some girl in New York, that's right, 
and I was always kind of a joker and 
storyteller, so I thought I'd put some-

thing down. I never thought of becom
ing a writer. I wanted to be a golfer or 
a ballplayer. I didn't know what I 
wanted to be. I wrote two articles for 
the Village Voice for free, one on jazz, 
one on Moncks Corner; that's the first 
thing I wrote for publication. And 
then an editor named Knox Burger, 
worked over at Gold Medal Books, 
called me, and I did Southern Fried 
from there. It sold a lot without any 
advertising. That's how I got started. 
My break was not being dumb, so 
much, as being forced to make a living 
very early, first job when I was eight 
or nine years old. I worked in a store 
down in the Bottom. I was a messenger 
boy, cook, carhop, bellhop; I learned 
a lot of inside stuff-how to make a 
barbecue sandwich, how to hustle a tip 
out of this guy, how to spot who was 
married, who wasn't married, who was 
nervous, who to stay clear of. You 
pick all that up, you know. You learn 
a lot of stuff, more than you can ever 
use. But if you're a scholar and just 
writing, you see everything from a dis
tance. The kind of writing I like is the 
kind that comes out of good experience 
rather than imagined experience. 
Sandlapper: Are the novels you're 
working on now in the same type of 
local color vein as Ruby Red and 
Southern Fried '! 

" If you're a scholar and just writing, you see everything 
from a distance. The kind of writing I like is the kind that 
comes out of good experience rather than imagined ex
perience." 
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Fox: I don't know. I don't think those 
two are alike at all. I guess the first 
parts are alike. To, this is quite a bit 
different. 
Sandlapper: Are you drawing more 
material from outside Columbia? 
Fox: Well, I take stuff that happened 
here that I remember ... what hap
pens is you'll get one little small fact 
and you'll write it down, and a lot will 
happen to that, and you'll just go on 
until you lose track of what you're 
drawing on. Which is kind of a good 
way to do it, otherwise you'll run out 
of material very fast. 
Sandlapper: Most of the stuff in 
South ern Fried 1s autobiographical, 
isn't it? 
Fox: Well let me see . . . I guess the 
diary thing, a lot of that is. But the 
stories are all pretty much fiction. 
Saudlapper : Do you think you've got
ten a lot less autobiographical over the 
years? 
Fox: That's a good question. I think 
what I do is split the characters up 
more and become different people. In 
other words, there's a lot of me in 
Ruby Red, in Ruby herself and a lot of 
all those other characters. You kind of 
conceal yourself, hide behind them. 
Sandlapper: How did you dream up 
that first scene in Ruby Red '! 
Fox: That really happened. Total loss. 
She wasn't the girl for me. That really 
happened out on Owens Field. The 
car wasn't in very good shape. 
Sandlapper: Do you find that after 
your things are published you don't 
have any desire to go back over them 
and revise them? Or do you go back 
and read them after a couple of years? 
Fox: No, I can't do that. I'm really 
good to myself. I don't go over any
thing again. I may read a page or so 
until I feel, uh-oh, better not read any 
more, because then I want to go back 
and change it. Every year you change, 
you want to do it differently. But the 
damn thing is, if you do that, though 
... I can look at Southern Fried and 
say, jeez this is terrible. I mean all of 
those stories are terrible to me when I 
read 'em real hard, yet if I did 'em 
again I would lack a lot of the naivete 
I had then, the enthusiasm I had then, 
that took care of a lot of the rough 
spots, the repetitions, tl;ie real hard 
edges in there. There's a lot of juice in 
those stories, and I think they kind of 
carry that way. But I can't read 'em 
now at all. I can read a couple of short 
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ones. I can't bear to read Moonshine 
Light or Ruby Red right now at all. 
Sandlapper: What's your favorite 
thing that you've written so far? 
Fox: I don't know. What do you 
mean? 
Sandlapper: Well, just the thing that 
you personally like best, either your 
favorite story or something you did a 
good job on. 
Fox: Oh, I don't know. I like a lot of 
Moonshine Light. I like parts of Ruby 
Red. I like a lot of the Nashville stuff 
in there, I like the music in it and . . . 
it's kind of hard to say. 
Sandlapper: Are you having anything 
to do with the filming of Ruby Red '! 
Fox: \i\T ell, let's see. I started off with 
Arthur Penn, worked with him quite 
a while, but that fell upon bad times. 
Penn took Ruby Red, and he and 
another fellow rewrote it. We worked 
together about a month and it looked 
like we were going to get along. But 
then the final script of Ruby Red that 
they produced was very polemical, you 
know, a lot of Appalachian strip mine 
run-offs, and he discovered the South 
. . . I shouldn't get too extended here 
because Paramount owns this thing 
and John Hancock's now doing it. He 
came out to Iowa and we talked for a 
while. He decided to go with a writer 
named Richter out in Hollywood who 
did Slither. See, the problem is that if 
you do a book, well in my case, when 
the book was finished and published 
eight months later, you know, by that 
time I was into another book real deep, 
and I didn't want to have any more to 
do with Ruby Red. I loved the money 
they paid for it and all, but once they 
buy it, it's theirs. They can make any
thing they want to out of it. You got 
no control at all over it. But if you 
wanted to hold on to a property and go 
with it, you could take a percentage 
and get involved in the production of 
it and then the casting and then the 
shooting and all that crap, and that's 
just too exhausting, you know, and too 
many compromises there. It means 
whoever's going to act the thing, right 
away you're losing a lot from what 
you've got, and when you rewrite the 
thing you've got to lose a lot, plus what 
the director brings or takes away from 
it, plus your editing. You know, just 
endless. The movie on Ruby Red is 
going to be a tremendous cut from 
what the book is. It's going to be in 
Nashville first of all. 
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Sandlapper: Since you did not start off 
consciously to be a writer, what are the 
major things about writing that you've 
had to learn and unlearn over the 
years? 
Fox: I think I've learned that the stuff 
that comes the fastest for me and the 
easiest is usually the best stuff. I've 
also learned that most Southern movies 
were pretty much full of crap because 
they were quite Hollywood. The min
ute they get in front of a camera out 
there, they start slapping their legs and 
running bow-legged and everything's 
Li'! Abner and Dogpatch. And the 
writers write the same way. I think 
the main thing is undercutting, not 
pushing stuff too hard, just dropping it 
in there and walking off from it. Most 
writers tend to hit you in the head 
with their thing three or four times and 
underline it. Doing it right is just like 
timing in joke telling. 
Sandlapper: Have you ever formulated 
a personal theory of what fiction should 
be? 
Fox: I think it should be entertaining 
as much as anything, and I think it 
should have, I think a writer should 
have-a dumb thing to say- it's called 
core of vision, where you can look at 
a page and not know the author, yet 
you will know. In other words, I can 
read Fitzgerald and right away know 
who it is. I really like what I do. I'm 
very pleased with what I do. I'd never 
want to do a book like one of those 
gimmick books, like the thing called 

"We were ... talking and I 
was saying that a Southerner 

was like anybody else, 
but that the only trouble that 

I'd found with us was that we 
never had had any thumb 

apposability, had to grip things 
like that, very few of us used 

our thumbs. And he looked at 
me like I had walked off of 

the moon, fell for it for about 
20 seconds. But they did fall for it." 

Jaivs that's around, or The Day of the 
Jae/ml or one of these gimmick books 
,,·here there's a menace introduced at 
one point and you run it through, like 
The Exorcist. A lot of people use those 
books likt Arthur Murray dance cards. 
You know, if a girl's carrying The Ex
orcist and you're carrying The Exor
cist, then you can say "Oh my gosh, do 
we have a lot in common." I never 
want to write a book like that, where 
you introduce something up front. It's 
called plastic point of view. I'd much 
rather work with people, let them go 
where they want to go and kind of let 
the story trail behind them. If you do 
it that way, you get a lot of surprises 
that are very good, you don't know 
what's going to happen next. I guess 
I should plot better, cut back and work 
on a smaller canvas. But I _ don't, be
cause I really get to where I like what 
I've done and I hang on to it. I don't 
cut enough. But I'll get something that 
doesn't work in the novel within the 
plot that'll be so entertaining as far as 
I'm concerned that I hang onto it and 
let it ride on its own. A real tight plot
ter of Ruby Red would cut out a lot of 
that Preacher Roebuck stuff, because 
he's not really an integral part, yet I 
like him very much and I think he's a 
very good character. I like to put a lot 
of stuff in that kind of flops over the 
side and hangs there-I think it works 
because it gives the material a nicer 
texture. I think a throwaway character 
like Preacher Roebuck who doesn't 
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really work to advance the plot is still 
good because he's on the edge of the 
canvas. I like to have a lot of stuff go
ing on all around the plot rather than 
really coming in on one tight strand. 
And people argue about that, the real 
formulists want a real tight thing, like 
a cable and everything riveted to that; 
and that's one way to write. And I've 
done that in some short stories, and I 
can do it, but I think I like a much 
looser framework where you just get 
a big rush of information, and wilder 
stories and wilder people without really 
making them relate completely. They 
do relate in the sense that they're part 
of the milieu you're working with. But 
in a movie ... well, we lose Roebuck. 
Sandlapper: When you are writing, do 
you set a certain schedule and make 
yourself follow it ? 
Fox: I try to, but I fall off a lot. I 
write mornings when I can, and when 
I'm going real good, I'll write long 
stretches like 10 or 12 hours, a 
lot at night. When I lived in Holly
wood I worked from midnight to eight 
in the morning, which was real neat, 
and then went to bed at eight and slept 
'till four, then played a little golf or 
something and worked in the studio, 
then wrote. That was a good deal. It's 
best to get on a real firm schedule. 
You get a lot done that way. 
Sandlapper: Do you have to work in 
absolute quiet? 
Fox: No, they got a lot of dogs making 
noise up there. I'd like for it to be 
quiet, but it never is. 
Sandlapper: Do you like teaching, or 
is it a form of security? 
Fox: No; I don't need to teach to be 
secure. I have a lot of energy, and if 
I write full time, I get crazy, go nuts. 
So I need something to occupy my 
time. I don't want to do articles, I get 
too spread out doing articles. 
Sandlapper: You travel a good bit out 
of the South. Do you find people ex
pecting you to play the part? 
Fox: Not really. They're a little better 
off than that now. They ask a lot of 
questions, though, they really want to 
know what it's like down here. When 
I was going with my wife in New York 
-her father was a lawyer and her 
mother was a librarian-and we were 
sitting around the table one night and 
talking and I was saying that a South
erner was like anybody else, but that 
the only trouble that I'd found with 
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us was that we never had had any 
thumb apposability, had to grip things 
like that, very few of us used our 
thumbs. And he looked at me like I 
had walked off of the moon, fell for it 
for about 20 seconds. But they did fall 
for it. 
Sandlapper: How does it feel to be 
famous? I mean, are you getting recog
nized on airplanes now, things like 
that? 
Fox: Yeah, I've done a lot of TV stuff, 
and they know me from that. The 
Hertz girl here knew me. I had been 
on a show one time, one of these jerk 
shows-'Tw~ for the Money' or some
thing like that, you know the type 
thing-I was pitching this book, I think 
Ruby Red, and I was the one they had 
to guess. They gave you a carton of 
Salems when you left. And I was walk
ing down the street later and this 
character comes up to me and says, 
"Weren't you just on the show?" and 
I said "Yeah," and he said "You know 
how I can tell? By that carton of 
Salems." 
Sandlapper: Do you still consider Co
lumbia your home? 

Fox: Yeah, yeah. 
Sandlapper: Has it lost a lot of its old 
character do you think? 
Fox: Well, it's kind of hard to say. I 
guess if you're 10 years old McDon
ald's looks very pretty, very exciting. 
I guess it depends on what age you 
are. It seems to me to be uglier now, 
too much damn neon, too many used 
car lots. It's too big, and the houses 
are very close together. Old houses can 
soften up a bit and get some character, 
but new houses this close together-I 
think it's rather upsetting. And condo
minium type dwelling where you share 
a common wall and can hear some
body's john flush, just, you know-I 
can't see that at all. 
Sandlapper: Would you come back if 
you had the opportunity? 
Fox: I'm looking for a house now. Put 
that in there. Large house with some 
land, preferably near the coast. I'd like 
to live outside, Columbia's too big in
side. I couldn't live down in that area 
I grew up in, of course. 
Sandlapper: Would you like to come 
back and teach at Carolina? 
Fox: Yeah, I'd like to do that. 
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Twenty-Two 

Miles to 

Calais 
Article and Photos by Edwin H. Stone 

T houghts of life along the road to Calais were 
often heavy on the minds of men who were 
separated from it. 

Henry Laurens, while imprisoned in the Tower 
of London, longed for the day he could return. 
Hope hinged on the capture of Lord Cornwallis. 
The colonies would then hold the one man Eng
land would accept in exchange for Laurens. That 
day would come, but until then, he could only 
dream of the moss-hung road leading through 
the Cooper River country in Carolina. In his mind 
he traveled each ridge, around each bend to the 
gates of his beloved Mepkin. 

The master of Rice Hope plantation, on vaca
tion, read a letter from his overseer with a cer
tain uneasiness. The fact that he had written at 
all indicated that all was not well along the Com
ingtee. Slowly he deciphered the almost illegible 
scrawl of the nearly illiterate but faithful man. 
In an effort at propriety the overseer had written: 
"Honorable Sir: The banks are broke, the corn 
are out, the niggers are all run away and I are 
yours." 

Through the heart of the Cooper River planta
tion country of South Carolina runs the road to 
Calais. This road probably contains more foot
prints of history than any other in the state. A 
few scattered granite mileposts, standing after 
two centuries and modern road improvements, 
measure not only distance but also time. How 
many beginnings and endings has this road rep
resented in the lives of men since its primitive 
founding as the heartline through this Low
Country palm of colonial America? 

Today the name of the road changes with time 
and location. Along the east and west branches 
of the Cooper-River, through the old baronies of 
Wadboo and Cypress, it is called the Cooper 
River Road. From Bonneau Ferry, where the 
original route crossed the east branch, the name 
and a portion of the route are lost; and down 
through the Orange Quarter district in the old 
French Parish of St. Denis, it has several names. 
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These seem to have come and gone with the cycle 
of generations. The road finally ends at Calais. 
The site of this long vanished community, a senti
mental projection of the English Channel seaport 
in the north of France, is on the east bank of the 
Cooper River at Clouter's Creek, where a tavern 
welcomed weary travelers before they finally 
crossed Cooper River by ferry to the nucleus of 
the colony, Charles Town. 

Three great baronies along the upper reaches of 
the Cooper River were ceded to members of the 
Colleton family about ten years after the original 
Charles Town settlement. Fairlawn Barony, a 
12,000-acre expanse of fertile, forested land on 
the south side of the west branch of the Cooper 
River, was granted to Sir John Colleton ( one 
of the Lords Proprietors of Carolina) in 1678. 
This barony was enlarged by a grant of an ad
joining 4,423 acres the following year. Sir Peter 
probably never developed any of it, and his son, 
Sir John Colleton II, acquired it and his father's 
Lord Proprietorship in 1694 through inheritance. 
The great track of land was subsequently broken 
down into many smaller, individual plantations: 
Bambretta, Moss Grove, Stony Landing, Lewis
field, Mulberry, Exeter and Dean Hall. 

These plantations were not on the Calais road. 
An extension of the Old Cherokee Path ran 
through their general area and was a shorter route 
to Charles Town. They were a part of the great 
Cooper River development and the unique society 
that was to flourish there. 
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Above left, Milepost 22 on the old Calais road still stands 
beside the 20th century asphalt highway. Above right, 
this marker notes the site of the old Huguenot church 
in the Parish of St. Denis in the Orange Quarter. 
Below, the Nesbitt House, built about 1725 on Dean 
Hall Plantation. 

Wadboo Barony, 12,000 acres on the north side 
of the west branch of the Cooper, was served by 
both the Cherokee Path and the road to Calais. 
Wadboo Barony was granted to James Colleton, 
the youngest son of Sir John, in 1683. James 
Colleton probably lived on Wadboo while serving 
as governor of the colony; but he was banished 
from the province in 1690 and the barony was 
broken down into smaller plantations. Some of 
the plantations created by that subdivision were 
Tippycutlaw, Tiverton Lawn, Broad Axe and 
Sportsman's Retreat. 

Much farther to the east of Wadboo Barony, 
in the upper reaches of the east branch of the 
Cooper River, was the great Cypress Barony. In 
1683, this 12,000-acre expanse of wet and dry 
land was granted to another Colleton, Thomas, 
the second son of Sir John and a wealthy planter 
on the island of Barbados. His son, Landgrave 
Peter Colleton, inherited the barony upon 
Thomas' death, but there is no evidence that either 
ever came to Carolina or made any significant 
effort toward developing the property. The Lords 
Proprietors gave the great Cypress Barony new 
life by subdividing it and granting parcels to in
dividuals interested in settling there. Many plan
tations were created from Cypress Barony, in
cluding Limerick, Kensington, St. James, Hyde 
Park and Windsor; possibly most of Sir Nathan
iel Johnson's Silk Hope fell within the old bounda
ries of Cypress Barony. 

The virgin lands not within the boundries of 
the great baronies were also opened to settlers, 
and the Proprietors, eager for profitable coloniza
tion of Carolina, were liberal in its distribution. 
English subjects moved steadily into the Cooper 
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River area. French settlers-mostly Huguenot 
refugees escaping to Holland and England from 
religious persecution in France-were solicited 
and sent to Carolina, where they were granted 
large parcels of land and became English sub
jects. Success was spontaneous in the fertile Coo
per River country. Many settlers ( or their im
mediate descendants) who established plantations 
there during the first 20 years after the founding 
of Charles Town ( 1670) were rich by the turn 
of the century. 

In an area southeast of the east branch of the 
Cooper River called the Orange Quarter, the 
French Huguenots were concentrated heavily. 
About 30 French families settled there before 
the French Protestant exodus from the old coun
try, and the new French immigrants were 
naturally drawn to the area. An unknown num
ber developed plantations along French Quarter 
Creek. They built a church there possibly as early 
as 1687. It was the only Huguenot church in the 
Orange Quarter and became the seat of St. Denis 
Parish. 

The French settlers along the west and east 
branches of the Cooper cultivated rice, indigo and 
staple crops, as did the English planters; but the 
Orange Quarter area was really the coeur et 11nie 
de France in the district. Along French Quarter 
Creek people concerned themselves mostly with 
the same occupations and lifestyle they had known 
in the valleys of Aisne and the Marne and on the 
slopes of Montague de Reims. The low ridges in 
the Orange Quarter suggested the rolling terrain 
on which vines, for whatever their genetic reasons, 
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Above, lonely 
Pompion Hill 
Church, erected 
1703. Left, these 
desolate acres 
mark the site of 
old Childsbury on 
the Calais road. 

prefer to grow ; so they planted vineyards and 
built wineries. Barrel making became a demand
ed craft. Settlers raised cattle and fine horses and 
tanned leather. Cobblers and tailors made shoes 
and clothing of the best French quality and style. 
The settlement was lively and spirited. A busy 
tavern reflected the same gaiety found in any 
small community in the rolling French country
side. These early French settlers held to the arts 
and culture of their homeland while adjusting to 
the changes created by the new environment. 
Little is recorded about this Low-Country French 
settlement in South Carolina, but we might safely 
assume that as surely as they toiled in their voca
tions by day they relaxed in traditional ways by 
night. If one could have strolled through this 17th 
century community in the calm of evening he 
might have heard the strains of a violin on the 
night air rendering Lully's entr'acte from the 
Ballet de la Nuit or the simple musical recollec
tions of a Lanqueduc summer in the south of 
France. 

The English settlers in the Cooper River dis
trict were more strongly congregated on the west 
side of the river and on the north and south side 
of its west branch. This western area was served 
by the southeastern extremity of the Cherokee 

Path, which led both northwest into the wild in
terior of the colony and southward to Charles 
Town. One of the earlier settlers in the western 
area was a Dutchman, Jan van Arresen Seigneur 
de W eirnhaudt, sometimes recorded as Jean d' Ar
sens. In 1686 he built the first part of a mag
nificent Dutch gabled mansion on Back River, a 
small tributary of the Cooper. It became known 
as Medway. Van Arresen enjoyed its splendor 
only three years. He died in 1689, and Landgrave 
Thomas Smith (later a governor of South Caro
lina) wooed and wed van Arresen's widow, the 
beautiful Sabrina d' Vignon. When Smith en
larged the handsome Medway house it was con
sidered the most elegant structure on the river. 
Smith and his wife are buried at Medway Plan
tation. 

Just as the French in the Orange Quarter east 
of the Cooper clung to their ancestral ways, the 
English did not discard their love of finery and 
elegance in the transition from the old country to 
the wilderness of Carolina. Many who settled in 
the Cooper River area built their homes in grand 
style. Thomas Broughton, in 1714, built the mag
nificent Mulberry Castle on a high promontory 
overlooking the west branch of the Cooper-a site 
said to have been reserved for a Carolina home 
for Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury. 
Thickly walled and fortified with cannon, the struc
ture commanded a view of the river approaches 
and marshy lands to the east and looked down the 
hill upon the road that approached from the west. 
The building did indeed serve as a castle during 
the Indian uprisings, when Broughton and his 
wife ( Sir Nathaniel Johnson's daughter) sheltered 
the white populus from neighboring plantations. 
The Jacobean style mansion, a copy of Brough
ton's ancestral home, Seaton, is considered one of 
the finest examples of English manor houses in 
America. 

The French and English merged easily through
out the river district. Harmony prevailed in all 
aspects except religion. Religious persuasion was 
the force that had driven most of the French 
families from their homeland, and they soon found 
it to be a significant problem in their new society. 
The Church of England's movement in the colony 
caused considerable concern to the French Protes
tants in the province. Efforts to establish the An
glican Church as the official church of the colony 
were met with great protest. Pompion Hill Church, 
the first Episcopal church outside of Charles 
Town, was established in 1703 on the south bank 
of the east branch of the Cooper on the northern 
edge of the predominately French Orange Quarter. 
This, along with the establishment of St. Thomas 
church to the south in 1708, seemed to hem in the 
old Huguenot church on French Quarter Creek. 
The Barbadian planters in the Goose Creek area 
west of the Cooper built the present Goose Creek 
Church in 1711, and it became a pillar of Anglican 
pressure to the ,vest. Efforts in Europe, by Daniel 
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Defoe and others, to dramatize the high church 
tyranny failed; the Anglican church was estab
lished as the official church, and the people were 
pressured to adhere to its doctrines. Marriages, 
baptisms and funerals conducted by churches other 
than the state church were not recognized. The 
French Parish of St. Denis was merged with St. 
Thomas to the south and became the Parish of 
St. Thomas and St. Denis. French-speaking clergy
men were assigned to the Orange Quarter Church; 
the Anglican liturgy was conducted in French 
until the older people who never learned English 
died off. 

In time, through the process of absorption, ac
ceptance and silent rejection, the church issue lost 
its importance and harmony returned to the 
Cooper River. Plantation life continued to grow 
in prestige and prosperity. 

The Cooper River and the Charles Town so
cieties became an interrelated culture. The rich 
plantations on the river so appealed to Charles 
Town businessmen that many acquired open lands 
on the river and became planters as well as mer
chants. The attraction worked both ways: Rich 
planters acquired business interests in Charles 
Town. The finance-minded French opened banks 
and investment houses. The planter-merchants 
and merchant-planters maintained fine town houses 
in the city and plantation mansions on their river 
estates. The dual business effort brought them dual 
fortunes, and they enjoyed the attributes of both 
societies. 

The plantations along the northern side of the 
east and west branches of the Cooper were more 
cosmopolitan than the English-dominated west 
side and the French Orange Quarter on the east. 
These upper river estates were generally smaller 
and more numerous. They were owned by about 
equal numbers of French and English planters. 
Intermarriage of English and French was more 
common in the upper river area, but by 1770 mixed 
nuptials were quite common throughout the entire 
Cooper River country. 

These north side plantations extended from Big
gin Church in the old ·wadboo barony to Limerick 
Plantation near the eastern end of the east branch. 
All were traversed by the busy wilderness artery, 
the Calais road. Biggin Church ( now in ruins) 
was an Anglican place of worship for many of the 
northside people. This wilderness church, from 
the beginning, seemed to have fire in its destiny. 
The first edifice, erected in 1712, burned in a 
forest fire; the second structure, built in 177 5, 
was burned by the British when they ceased to 
need it as an outpost supply depot. The present 
ruins reflect its destruction in 1886 by a forest 
fire. As if resigned to some unwritten decree that 
the church was not to exist, church fathers did 
not rebuild it again. 

Eastward from Biggin, on a hill near Wadboo 
Creek bridge, Gen. Francis Marion hung up his 
sword, bade his troops farewell and ended a bril-
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liant military career. Farther east, on the Calais 
road ( state road 44), past the gates to North 
Chan Chan, is Henry Laurens' Mepkin Planta
tion, where today Trappist monks live by their 
silent labor in fields where slaves once toiled. 
Mepkin Abbey occupies the stately grounds 
where Mepkin mansion once stood. Laurens, of 
French extraction, was one of the rich merchants 
who turned to rice planting. He was one of the 
richest men in America, but his diplomatic service 
brought him the greatest fame. While en route to 
Holland during the Revolution, his ship was cap
tured by the British, and he was imprisoned for 
14 months in the Tower of London. When hos
tilities ended, he and Cornwallis were exchanged. 
Ironically, while Laurens in London dreamed of 
the Carolina Low Country, Cornwallis enjoyed 
the luxurious living of the Cooper River Society 
from his headquarters at Silk Hope plantation, 
just a few miles down the road from Laurens' 
Mepkin Plantation. 

Just east of Mepkin, on the Calais road, stands 
Milepost 22. This point might be considered the 
center of the Cooper River country. It is near the 
old township of Childsbury, which was laid out 
by James Childs sometime after 1710. Childsbury 
seems to have been the nucleus of the upper 
Cooper River development. It was near the con
vergence of the river and its two tributaries. 
Strawberry Ferry, which crossed the west branch 
to the plantations of the old Fairlawn Barony, was 
located there. It was 22 miles down the overland 
artery that ran southeastward through the planta
tions of the east branch of the river and down 
through the Orange Quarter in the Parish of St. 
Thomas and St. Denis to Calais, just upriver from 
Charles Town. Childsbury did not grow into much 
more than a small settlement, and it did not sur
vive to the end of the century. There were a couple 
of shops and a tavern, and the village was a ship
ping center for plantations that were not bordered 
by the river. Childsbury had a church-Straw
berry Chapel, built in 1725-and a school. It was 
a strategic point during the wars of the colony. 
Colonial and British forces moved through the 
area. Col. Wade Hampton I captured and burned 
four British ships at Strawberry Ferry that were 
trying to supply the British depot at Biggin 
Church up the west branch of the Cooper. 

This lonely railroad shack is all that remains of the once
thriving town of Childsbury on the Calais Road. This 
section of the road is now paved. 
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Across the river from Pompion Hill, several 
miles east of Childsbury, is a great plantation 
called Bonneau Ferry. The old Calais road 
crossed the river at Bonneau Ferry and ran south
ward through the Orange Quarter. Bonneau Ferry 
Plantation was founded by a French ancestor of 
John Lewis Calhoun, a South Carolina senator 
and the father of Floride Calhoun, the tantalizing 
young cousin of John C. Calhoun. When Flori de 
was 16 years old, she captured and dominated the 
emotions of the brilliant young statesman. From 
the high bluff at Bonneau Ferry, the green marshes 
of the river look much the same today as they did 
the day John C. married the vivacious plantation 
belle and secured for himself all the love and 
misery the temperamental young girl could give. 
Her winsome disposition reportedly soured from 
time to time, and she did spiteful things. A favor-

ite rancorous act seems to have been locking up 
all pantries, cupboards, smokehouses and other 
food stores and riding away with the keys. The 
avid Floride created numerous problems for her 
husband when he was vice-president. 

Along the east branch's north shore, going back 
toward Childsbury on the Calais road, other 
plantations flourished, including Fishbrook Plan
tation and adjoining Comingtee, with its great 
mansion house where the rich ,and distinguished 
Henry Laurens married the beautiful Eleanor Ball. 

West of Comingtee lies Rice Hope plantation, 
the home of Dr. William Read, deputy surgeon
general during the Revolution. The mansion is 
gone, but avenues of great oak trees lead to its 
site. Milepost 21 stands weathered with time near 
Rice Hope's gatepost. It was at Rice Hope that a 
distraught overseer penned a woeful missive to 
his master regarding the dire circumstances exist
ing after rice field dikes were washed out (pos
sibly by hurricane), crops destroyed and other 
catastrophic situations had befallen him. 

The most interesting development in the Cooper 
River plantation country was the society itself. 
The blend of all the attributes of its people, the 
proud, quiet, pomp of the English and the gre
garious, spirited, fun-loving French, created a 
beguiling potpourri. The social level was high, the 
activities high-stepping. The whirl of plantation 
balls and fashionable gatherings of sportsmen 
( called hunting clubs) livened eager spirits with 
sumptuous feasts and the finest French Quarter 
wines, West Indian rum and a popular drink made 
of rum, orange or lime juice and French brandy. 
One hunting club especially noted for fine cord
ials was called "The Punch Bowl." The popularity 
of the clubs exceeded that of the taverns among 
the upper class. Although the taverns seem to have 
been of good quality and were not taboo to the 
plantation set, club memberships were exclusive 
and marks of distinction. 

A day at the races was most popular with the 
elite society. Dressed in their finery, they cheered 
their favorite horses with pomp and fanfare. Bet
ting was heavy, and jockeys rode hard for fat 
purses. One fine racetrack existed at Childsbury 
until 1820. 

Such a fast-stepping society was naturally a 
spawning ground for rivalry among women. Per
sonal wealth was a vanity and was stressed in 
various ways. One French protestant lady who 
had buried two rich husbands and acquired the 
fortunes of both boasted ten personal slaves. A 
white-coated black attendant and two white French 
maids ( in servitude) accompanied her wherever 
she went. Another lady's ego prompted her to 
flaunt her worth and satisfy her personal vanity 
by wearing the most costly underwear. She re
portedly wore white Paduasoy petticoats valued 
at 25 pounds each and slept in gold brocade night
gowns especially made for her at a cost of 35 
pounds sterling. 
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Opposite top, the ruins of Biggin 
Church, founded in 1706 near 

Moncks Corner. Center, Straw
berry Chapel in Childsbury, built 

in 1725. Bottom, St. Thomas Chapel, 
built in 1708 on the east bank of 

the Cooper River. Right, magnifi
cent Mulberry Castle, built in 

1714 on the west branch of the 
Cooper River on land originally 

reserved for the Earl of Shaftesbury. 

From afar, one can see the social extravagance 
of the Cooper River people as but one expression 
of a society living in the upper limits of its ener
gies. The fundamental attributes of its people made 
them leaders, and their wisdom and ambitions 
spilled over into all aspects of their lives. America 
was carried through an uneasy infancy on the 
shoulders of giants. The early Cooper River so
ciety supplied many of those giants. 

The time came, however, when fate walked the 
Calais road, as well as other roads of America. 
The plantation system vanished, and the Cooper 
River country lost its substance. Time stopped for 
the great plantations; the vibrant society was ab
sorbed by other environments, into other gen
erations. 

Around the turn of the 20th century, while the 
plantation lands regressed to their original wilder
ness state, the inherent qualities of the wilderness 
itself promoted a movement which unwittingly 
created a lasting monument to the plantation 
people who built them. This movement brought 
about the preservation of most of the Cooper River 
plantations as a great area of natural land virtu
ally untouched by the modern development that 
steadi ly gnaws at rural America. Many of the 
great plantations are remarkably well intact today. 
The encroachment of commercialization has been 
held at bay by a few people who appreciate the 
quiet expanses of former plantations for their in
trinsic values . Most of the Cooper River planta
tions are today identified by original names and 
boundaries. Their significance as great hideaways, 
rich in natural forest and fields for hunting, horse-
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back riding or just for the sacred quietude of a 
peaceful, undisturbed landscape, set the trend 
among wealthy Northern individuals of buying, 
lock, stock and barrel, the old plantations of the 
South. 

"A calamity," many Southerners thought, when 
ancestral homes with lands holding ancestral bones 
passed into other hands. "The Yankees are coming 
again" was an oftheard cliche of resignation. But 
their coming was a blessing in disguise. It pre
served the crumbling mansions and restored them 
to their original stately elegance. Today they house 
the memories of a society long gone ; the old man
sions stand as guardian castles over great stretches 
of flora and fauna where only the breeze stirs the 
foliage and the melancholy call of the black crow 
is heard in the distance. 

Although old plantations are generally private 
domain, they do not waste in idleness. Many are 
productive in a way that preserves much of their 
original features. Some are now controlled tree 
farms, some are hunting reserves where strict 
game laws keep wildlife in balance. Cattle grazing 
and dairy farming occupy others. 

A tour through the Cooper River plantation 
country is a rewarding experience. One traverses 
a rare section of the Carolina landscape where 
time has stood still while progress rushed by. 
Along the road to Calais, the sentimentalist can 
find a close rapport with the members of a unique 
society ,vho passed that way 200 years ago and 
can walk in their remarkably preserved footprints. 

Edwin H. Stone is a free -lance writer and pho
tographer from Charleston. 
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Floyd L. Arant 

Educator 

By Charles deV. Williams 

Floyd L. Arant has lived an "en
couraging" life. He's an educator. The 
assistant superintendent of the Cooper 
River School District in Charleston 
County has been in the business of 
"encouraging" for 43 years. It all be
gan when Arant, a native of a farming 
community near Bowman, became su
perintendent of Grays Consolidated 
School in Jasper County in 1931. 

After his tenure at Grays he served 
as superintendent of schools at Brun-
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son, Greeleyville and Branchville. Then 
he came to the Cooper River School 
District in 1943 to become principal of 
Midland Park Elementary. In 1944 he 
was named principal of North Charles
ton High School, where he remained 
for 24 years. He was promoted to his 
present position in 1968. During those 
years, the affable Wofford College 
graduate doled out tons of advice. 

"I gave out a lot of good advice-I 
don't know whether or not it was car
ried out," Arant says. 

"One of the great joys of the teach
ing profession is having the feeling that 
you have helped someone-that you 
have caused a person to become a better 
person and to apply his ability construc
tively. I used to advise my teachers· 
never to give up, because I found 
through years of experience that if you 
have tried and failed, maybe the next 
effort will pay off." 

Arant, an admitted conservative who 
was brought up during the Depression, 
has seen a lot of changes in the world 
of education. He thinks some of the 
changes have not been for the good of 
the students. 

"We've gotten too far away from the 
basic principles of education that I once 
knew," he says. "I think that one of the 
weakest areas of our society is that we 
do not know how to get along with each 
other. 

"I think you teach citizenship through 
everything you teach. I think that a 
teacher has to live what he's teaching. 
In other words, if I want to teach 
citizenship, I would first have to be a 
citizen myself. If I want to teach hon
esty, then I have to be honest. If I 

teach respect, then I have to treat stu
dents with respect. I think you have to 
live what you teach or you're just de
feating your purpose. Anyone who 
thinks he can fool a teenager is very 
foolish. Teenagers will size you up right 
quick." 

There's a tendency these days to 
blame students for many of the mala
dies that occur in the schools. Arant 
doesn't buy that particular philosophy. 

"I'm a firm believer that whoever 
says that young people are not good is 
just wrong," he says. "I feel that when 
we talk about young people being ir
responsible, we're not talking about 
them. We're talking about ourselves, 
because we've fallen down on the job 
because we haven't trained them cor
rectly. My experience as a teacher in
dicated to me that 95 percent of the 
students were fine individuals. And I 
have no reason to believe they're still 
not that way." 

Arant misses being a principal. He 
misses the rapport he once had with 
students. "There's nothing like a prin
cipalship of a high school as far as 
meeting responsibility," he says. "It's 
a very active job; the days ' are short, 
and they go by before you realize it." 

Arant believes in America and what 
freedom stands for. But he thinks per
haps some Americans are carrying free
dom a little too far. 

"I feel that one of the great dangers 
in our modern society is this idea of 
freedom," he says. "I'm talking about 
freedom without responsibility. My 
philosophy about freedom is that a fel
low should have just as much freedom 
as he can assume responsibility for." 

Arant will retire at the end of this 
school term. He has his own thoughts 
concerning retiring. 

"I so often read about people retir
ing and saying they have so many 
things they want to do. They've got all 
this reading and writing to do. Well, 
that's not for me," he says. "I tell my 
wife when I retire I hope I'll have 
enough energy left to get out in the 
world, in the country, in the woods 
and really live again. I'm closer to God 
there than anywhere else. I just believe 
that the further we get from nature it
self, the further we get from God." 

Charles deV. Williams is metropolitan 
editor of the Charleston NEws & 
COURIER. 
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Anna Davis King ... Richland 
County Librarian 

By Ellen H. Hender son 

Middle-aged men in business suits 
stop to examine bright prints hang
ing on a screen ; black teenagers 
thumb through record albums and 
turn racks filled with paperback 
books; an elderly woman sits beside 
an unshaven man, each engrossed in 
reading a magazine. A petite, attrac
tively dressed woman, her gray hair 
a stylish length, stops to answer a 
question from a young soldier, then 
disappears into a narrow corridor 
between shelves lined with books. 

Browsing through the stacks and 
talking to library patrons bring en
joyable breaks from administrative 
duties to Anna Davis King, director 
of one of the few metropolitan li
brary systems in the state, the Rich
land County Public Library. When 
Mrs. King, a professional librarian 
for 25 years, discusses her philoso
phy for operating a public library 
and when she talks about her fav
orite subject, books, the words seem 
to come tumbling out. 

"A library is more like a depart
ment and variety store than most 
people realize," maintains Mrs. 
King, explaining that the library, in 
addition to owning more than 239,-
000 fiction and nonfiction volumes, 
offers a variety of services to appeal 
to all ages and interests. The tradi
tional children's story hour, con
ducted twice weekly, has been en
livened with puppet shows ; more 
than 300 reproductions of famous 
paintings, framed locally to enhance 
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their attractiveness, may be checked 
out for two months to hang in an 
office, classroom or home; talking 
books, including best-sellers and 
classics, and large print periodicals 
are available for the visually handi
capped. Those researching South 
Carolina genealogy find invaluable 
the recently acquired collection as
sembled by the Daughters of the 
American Revolution. Holdings of 
business periodicals, indexes and di
rectories have been expanded to aid 
bankers, stockbrokers and merchants 
who find the library, only a block 
from Main Street, a restful place 
for a lunch hour. 

Believing firmly that a library 
should be people-oriented, Mrs. King 
has several ideas which could dispel 
the stodgy image long associated 
with libraries. "I want a drive-in 
window so patrons can call ahead, 
then come by to pick up books or 
reference materials." Sharing prior
ity with her drive-in window would 
be a special room for the county's 
teenagers, who flock to the library 
on Sunday afternoons. "This would 
be a spot where noise is welcome, a 
place with comfortable furniture, 
food dispensers and maybe a record 
player." 

Libraries should always be acces
sible and located according to traffic 
patterns, Mrs. King believes. The 
main library on Sumter Street is on 
a public transportation route, near 
a high school, the University of 

South Carolina and the downtown 
shopping and business areas. Three 
branches are in suburban population 
centers; browsing deposits are main
tained in Eastover and in an urban 
public housing complex. Recently 
the two bookmobiles began weekly 
stops at shopping centers and a groc
ery store in three Richland County 
areas to determine if needs exist 
there for additional library branches. 

When she is not answering calls 
from library board members, writing 
federal grant applications designed 
to increase the library's holdings or 
meeting with those on her 75-mem
ber staff, Mrs. King is reading. Fa
miliarity with the professional j ourn
als is necessary to keep up with new 
publications, ways to stretch the slim 
budget. trends in library manage
ment and electronic inventions which 
are revolutionizing library catalog
ing and check-out systems. 

Her office, a large, simply furn
ished room, is decorated with framed 
prints and bookshelves. Sitting on 
her desk is an informal arrangement 
of fresh flowers which Mrs. King 
takes time to describe-tiny old
fashioned daffodils, Virginia blue
bells and lady tulips, all from her 
garden. "While I do review all book 
orders, I personally select those on 
gardening and horticulture," says 
:.I rs. King. Her taste in books for 
personal reading, not confined to 
plants, is varied-archeology, his
tory, biography, travel, John Creasy 
mysteries and "good fiction which 
makes you think, Joyce Carol Oates 
and Sylvia Plath." 

In the five years she has been di
rector, Mrs. King has seen the li
brary circulation figures grow'stead
ily-more than 640,000 volumes 
were checked out last year. She has 
also implemented subtle changes in 
the library's interior to increase 
building usage and improve appear
ance. 

Mrs. King, usually at the library 
during most of the 70 hours a week 
it is open, seldom stays in her office. 
Instead she prefers talking to her 
staff, listening to a patron's book re
quest or singing to herself as she 
unpacks and examines a new ship
ment of books. 

Ellen Hender son is a free-lance 
writer from Columbia. 
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Beautiful and AffordaLle 

Prints are priced at $20 plus 4 percent 
S.C. sales tax. We pay postage and handling. 

We suggest that you act immediately to 
secure your print as this offering is made on 
a first-come, first-served basis. 

For your convenience there is a coupon 
below; or, if you do not wish to cut your 
magazine, send a facsimile. 

Dealer inquiries invited. 
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D Please send copy(ies) of "Appala-
chian Cradle" at $20 plus .80 S.C. sales tax. 

D Please send copy(ies) of "Rem-
nants" at$ 20 plus .80 S.C. sales tax 

I enclose a check in the proper amount. You 
pay postage and handling. 

Name ________________ _ 
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"REMNANTS" $20 

By Florence artist D. L. Eklund. These prints, measuring 
16"x20", produced in signed and numbered editions of 
1,000 each, have been painstakingly matched to the originals 
by expert craftsmen and reproduced on top-quality stock to 
give you a superior work of art you will be thrilled to see in 
your home. 

We have gone to great pains to supply you with not only 
beautiful, but also affordable, works of art. Our prints are 
priced well below other limited editions of compar~ble 
quality. 

In "Appalachian Cradle," Miss Eklund has given us a 
portrait of extreme sensitivity and love in her portrayal of 
the innocent trust and understanding of the very young and 
the aged. 

In "Remnants" we see Miss Eklund's great talent and 
intuitive sense of melding history and her surroundings. No 
words could express the quiet passion of this work of art. 

Miss Eklund was born in Sweden. She is completely 
self-taught and has been working professionally for the past 
19 years, becoming one of the outstanding representational 
artists in America today. While her contemporaries were 
experimenting with the "isms" and non-objective forms of 
art, Miss Eklund elected to develop fully a style of realistic 
interpretational painting with which people could identify. 

Miss Eklund has toured 33 countries and all 50 states, has 
exhibited in a number of one-man shows both ·in America 
and abroad; her work has been purchased by many collectors 
and is now included in prominent collections across the 
country. 
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Now Showing in Your Own Backyard 

Arthropod Theatre 

Presents 

Article and Photos by William D. Weekes 

"And there's never a leaf iior blade 
too mean. 

To be some happy creature's place" 
- James Russell Lowell 

All my backyard is a stage on which 
innumerable players but crawl, hop 
and flit away their brief spans and 

then are heard from no more. 
Leaves, branches, twigs and silken 

blankets are the backdrops to a jungle 
scene where bug eats bug and life lasts 
but a moment. Our actors glow like 
brief candles, prolific flames soon to 
be snuffed out-but no matter; they 
have left thousands-yea millions- of 
their own kind behind in eggs secretly 
planted like those at Easter time. So 
it is-our players have a wide follow
ing. 

One hardly misses a player's pass
ing, for there are plenty of understud
ies. Killings are rampant but noiseless 
and, to the untrained human eye, un
observed. For serious theatre-goers, 
however, the diversity of character 

Clockwise from bottom, some of the stars of 
Arthropod Theatre are: labyrinth spider, 
woodland spider, aphidlion, long-horned 
grasshopper, picturewing fly, handsome bush 
cricket and "supporting" aphidlions. 

and intricacy of action in this microlife 
make for fascinating drama. 

Saunter about your backyard at any 
time of the day and carefully study the 
foliage. You will soon catch the plots 
unfolding at Arthropod Theatre. Use 
a magnifying glass, or for still a better 
close-up view, look at the creatures 
through the lens of a camera that has 
been mounted on extension tubes. Now 
you have a front-row seat. 

The play's the thing in my backyard 
Arthropod Theatre. It is a singular 
playhouse where audience must move 
with actor to catch the full spectrum 
of all the acts and scenes being played 
out for real on many' verdant platforms. 
For Act One, you may want to go to 
the ligustrum bushes beneath our kit
chen window. Act Two may follow in 
the shrub-althea, and other scenes may 
occasionally take place in the hawthorn 
or forsythia bushes. The silver maple 
seedling could be the site of a surprise 
drama, or maybe the bridal wreath 
could offer some hexapodia hanky
panky. Adjacent to a white Spirea pru
niforia bush a storehouse of plots un
folds in a garden of cucumber, tomato, 
peas, corn and okra plants. 
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But just who are these ephemeral 
players who strut briefly before us each 
June, July and August? We will limit 
our study to proponents of two acting 
schools, Insecta and Arachnida. Insecta, 
founded perhaps 350 million years ago, 
incorporates the largest cast of charac
ters ever assembled in the world. Insec
ta's species fall between two and five 
million, with a million already categor
ized and 4,000 new species turning up 
every year. And how many actual 
members exist on earth? One authority 
suggests that there are, at any given 
moment, a billion insects a million 
times over, or ten to the 18th power. 
Such a number of "extras" would put 
a Cecil B. De Mille production to 
shame. 

What individuals are enrolled m 
Insecta and Arachnida? How do 
they differ? Members of both schools 
walk on jointed legs - insects 
on three pairs, arachnids on four 
pairs. An insect is equipped with head, 
thorax and abdomen and, to help him 
get a feel for his part, a pair of anten
nae that grow out of his head. The 
spider, the most notable arachnid, also 
carries an abdomen, but his head and 
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thorax are combined into a cephalo
thorax. The spider has two nonwalking 
appendages that sprout out near the 
mouth. These pedipalpi (feelers) help 
hold prey and, in some cases, are used 
as a male instrument of reproduction. 
Most insects crush and chew their vic
tims with pinchers ( mandibles and 
maxillae) and lower lip (labium) ; but 
spiders impale their prey with poison 
out of fangs that come out of the tip 
of two sometimes fuzzy appendages 
called chelicerae ( which may have 
been evolved from antennae). After 
the spider poisons his victim, he, in
stead of chewing him up, literally sucks 
the life juices out of him. 

Of course, the most characteristic 
difference between the schools of Insec
ta and Arachnida is the spider's ability 
to spin a delicate gossamer plot , a 
talent which would lead many humans 
to type cast Mr. Spider as an arch
villain. No other creature lays out a 
viscid snare to catch his victim. Out 
of finger-like protuberances at the rear 
of his abdomen our villain shoots out 
liquid silk (produced by glands in the 
abdomen) which quickly hardens when 
it hits the air. 

Mr. Spider uses his silk m vanous 
ways. One species ( there are about 
40,000 spider species in existence) 
spins a beautiful, geometrically de
signed web in three places in my back
yard. He is the well-known orange 
garden spider (Argiope aurantia). Un
like many spiders, Argiope weaves a 
barrier ribbon called a stabilimentum 
on his orb. It is a wide lacelike shield, 
a narrow zigzag ribbon running longi
tudinally down the center of the web 
and through its hub. Argiope stations 
himself on the stabilimentum, his 
stripes blending well with it, and rushes 
over to whatever becomes entangled 
in his web and swathes it-be it ant, 
grasshopper, or bug-in a sticky, silky 
shroud, poisons it and sits down to en
joy a meal. Getting trapped in a web 
is an unenviable walk-on part for any 
player. 

Other spiders prefer to wait in the 
wings. They are the sedentary watchers 
and waiters like the Basilica spider 
( Allspeira lemniscata) who loves to 
cast his net nest in the shrub-althea 
and Virginia pine seedlings up on the 
wooded bank at the extreme rear of 
our yard. Basilica is notable mainly for 
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his bright yellow cephalothorax and 
his mottled, cyclindrically-shaped ab
domen. He has a habit of stationing 
himself upside down, his legs anchored 
to the threads near his white string of 
egg sacs. Unlike many insects, spiders 
are born out of such sacs as tiny rep
resentatives of the adult and shed their 
skins as they continue to grow. 

Conversely, for many insects, the off
spring are definitely not chips off the 
old block. Certain species of insects 
must endure the change of life, a meta
morphos-having to survive precarious 
larval and pupal stages before becom
ing adults. This is the case with butter
flies, such as the Monarch and swallow
tails and dewy-eyed moths that frequent 
the backyard, as do their caterpillars. 

One of the most interesting of all 
arachnids billed at Arthropod Theatre 
is the chunky, stubby-legged jumping 
spider of the Salticidae family. This 
actor doesn't weave a web, but instead 
uses a dragline to help secure safe 
jumps from leaf to leaf. This species 
gives off such iridescent colors as red, 
green and orange with T markings 
decorating various body parts. 

The salticid is a highly active crea
ture, walking like a song-and-dance 
man with a jerky step. He can leap on 
tall leaves seven or eight inches over 
his head and is able to spot moving in
sects a distance up to 30 times his own 
half-inch body length. Like most spid
ers, the salticids possess eight eyes, but 
their four prominent front ones are 
most characteristic. 

Another arachnid who "walks funny" 
when provoked is the daddy longlegs, 
or harvestman. Mostly indolent, fasten
ing himself to outside walls or glued 
timidly behind or under leaves, daddy 
longlegs, when aroused, ambles hur
riedly over cucumber leaves like a trap
eze artist running over his safety net. 
The harvestman inches across the top 
of a bush using the first two of his four 
pairs of legs like the canes of a blind
man-feeling, then walking, feeling, 
then walking. The harvestman's legs 
are his feelers but are easily detached 
from the body, a factor which has led 
authorities to feel this facility to be a 
protective device. When enemies grab 
hold of these legs while attacking, they 
are soon left holding the bag as Big 
Daddy scurries away to safety. 
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Above, the larva of the Mexican bean 
beetle, a ruinous bandito in any summer 
garden. Above right, the convergent lady
bug beetle is anybody's heroine in the 
Anthropod Theatre drama. Right, the 
stink bug has its own built-in defense 
against attackers. 

Those in the school Insecta act their 
parts clad in many guises. Mr. Insect 
is a man of a million faces, a wardrobe 
specialist's delight, a makeup artist's 
challenge. In no other school are there 
so many classes. All the actors play but 
one role, a role where you need re
member but one line-eat or be eaten. 

YO() L 001( I/KC YOtl !v[f!) 
A VACATION/ ~ 

This advice has just saved you a costly trip to your psychiatrist ... who would 
have told you the same thing . And, with the money we 've just saved you , you 
can afford to take one! It's a little weekend of fun and relaxation at the elegant 
White House Inn, in the heart of downtown Atlanta, and it's all tied together in 
a nifty package that includes three days and two nights in deluxe room accom
modations, a full dinner (with cocktail ), a piping hot Southern breakfast each 
morning , and a marvelous tour . But please don 't tell your doctor the 
price, ($43 .85 per person. double occupancy). You might ruin his practice ... to 
say nothing of his frame of mind. 

The White House Inn 
Call the White House Weekend Reservationist 

Collect (404) 659-2660. 
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From left, the neoscona spider, 
short-horned grasshopper and the 

praying mantis all have their parts 
in the continuous but usually un

noticed drama of Arthropod Theatre. 

The audience must stroll around 
Arthropod Theatre several times a day 
before getting even a hint at the full 
dimension of insects under the direction 
of Mother Nature. 

Over at the mock orange bush near 
the back of the house, the praying 
mantis stands silently and patiently 
amid a mass of sticky, peeling shoots. 
He is well suited to play Attila the 
Hun with his long, spiny forelegs and 
strong cutting mouth which is capable 
of crushing an exoskeleton with ease. 

Some of this voracious miniature 
monster's favorite meals inhabit the 
garden-crickets, grasshoppers, flies 
and bees. These creatures, plus wasps, 
ants and yellow jackets, swarm the 
blackeyed pea and okra plants, cross
pollinating in a frenzy of delight from 
blossom to blossom. Other vegetable 
vagabonds include the Japanese beetle, 
as fond of okra as he is of forsythia 
leaves. This shiny green bug could well 
play The Man Who Carne To Dinner, 
which he did as an emigrant in 1916, 
and has been eating heartily ever since 
-to the tune of $10 million damage 
each year. 

Another bad guy beetle might be 
cast as 0. Henry's Cisco Kid or Pancho 
Villa, as one arriving from south of 
the border and up to no good end. Who 
is this culprit? Why, the Mexican bean 
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beetle ( E pilachna varivestis) and his 
sidekick, the Mexican bean beetle larva. 
The beetle, bearing 16 dots, and his 
spiny-looking partner shoot up the 
country for a total crop loss of $5 0 
million annually. Both these varmints 
are yellow. But smile when you say 
that, lest they devour your butter beans 
and pea patch in retaliation, like they 
did mine. By means of parasites. scien
tists have tried to run these "wetbacks" 
out of the country, but, so far, without 
success. 

Not all beetles (Coleoptera) are bad 
guys. One, the famous ladybird beetle, 
or ladybug, helps agriculturalists by 
knocking off such varmints as green
bugs, aph.ids, bollworms and mealy
bugs. The convergent ladybug, common 
to my garden, carries six dots on each 
wing plus two white markings behind 
the head. 

One of the most singular actors on 
the garden and shrub circuit undoubt
edly is a leading man type; in fact he 
is called Phyllopalpus pulchellus, or 
handsome bush cricket. He is seen in 
good numbers in July and August, his 
shiny red head and thorax in stark con
trast to his metallic brown-black coat 
which looks cutaway around his bright 
green legs. Our handsome actor could 
well portray the prize fighter in the 
short story "Champion," his palpi (feel
ers) moving up and down like two 
gloved fists and his big eyes resembling 
the headgear worn by sparring partners. 
Put a male in a jar with a female, how
ever, and he's no longer a fighter, but 
a lover, calling and wooing his mate by 
vibrating his wings. After mating, the 

female has been known to keep her man 
in tow by eating off his wings. Such 
could provide the backdrop of a Ten
nessee vVilliams play. 

The cast is countless that plays be
fore its very select human audience at 
Arthropod Theatre. Even specialists 
must constantly recheck the whole spec
trum to see that each player is indeed 
listed on the program correctly. Physi
cal differentiation in this cast of mil
lions is astounding. \i\Tings folded back 
neatly? Then you're a Dictyoptera like 
the praying mantis. Have only two 
wings sticking out like the picture wing 
fly? Then you're a Diptera. Are you a 
jumping insect like our handsome bush 
cricket? Then you "play" Orthoptera. 

On and on it goes. Almost with every 
turn of the head one sees a new player 
at Arthropod Theatre-a green and red 
striped leaf hopper; a black and red 
oblong bug with white-tipped antennae; 
a black bug with two orange stripes 
across his back that emits a water drop 
from its abdomen every ten seconds ; a 
flat, brown immobile creature with a 
horny-shaped body. Truly, you can't 
tell the players without a program. 
They act out plots interwoven in an 
unyieldingly complex network, with in
numerable denouements every day. 

Indeed no arthropod is an island unto 
itself. Each is destined to have, if not 
a captive audience, a captive dinner, 
and if not a captive dinner, then to be
come captivating to some other actor's 
palate. 

/if'. D. Weekes is outdoors ·writer for 
the Spartanburg HERALD-JOURNAL. 
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It was an annual gathering they had 
come to anticipate in the little vil
lage they called "The Summer 

Town." Here, they sought society, 
more land and high ground to escape 
the mosquito. Although malaria was 
still raging, the travelers had faced 
misfortune before. An environment 
often more hostile then hospitable had 
been endured and long ago conquered. 
The Indian was gone now. The menac
ing tricks of a Santee freshet were usu
ally contained with forethought, and 
the potholes of water moccasins that 
thrived in the river lowlands were a 
threat adjusted to or resisted when the 
time came. But the mosquito seemed 
to be a problem beyond solution, and it 
was from this fierce little brigand that 
they summari ly retreated. These sea
sonal assemblies at "The Summer 
To,yn" were comprised of wealthy cot
ton planters from along the Santee 
River , and the first procession from the 
river elates back to the early 19th cen
tury. 

Today the old summer resort is 
Summerton, S. C., population 1,305. 
"a sleepy little village where nothing 
ever happened," wrote a reporter for 
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"The James House, Summerton, S.C." by Anne Daugherty Sconyers. 

Summerton - - The Summer 
Town 

the New York Times. During the early 
1950s, the town was a victim of a series 
of such indictments from the big city 
press. Summerton was the historical 
setting for one of five cases collectively 
designated "Brown v. Board of Educa
tion, Topeka," the now famous 195--1-
clesegregation ruling, and the original 
case involving Summerton School Dis
trict No. 1 in 1951 was the first of the 
group of five on the docket of the U.S. 
Supreme Court. But that is all, implies 
the big city reporter for the New York 
Ti1J1es ; there is nothing else worth men
tioning about the "sleepy little village 
where nothing ever happened." 

If Summerton is anything, it is a 

By Joseph C. Elliott 

town with a history, and there is more 
to that history than the mosquito and 
the court battle. The vicinity was the 
scene of at least two battles fought dur
ing the Revolutionary War, featuring 
such combatants as the famed Gen. 
"Light Horse Harry" Lee of Virginia 
( a colonel at the time ), and Francis 
Marion, The Swamp Fox. To elude 
Col. Tarleton's bewildered dragoons, 
l\Iarion often retreated to a cave just 
a stone's throw from what is now U.S. 
Highway 301. The spooky old bat
hollo,v has been revisited by many 
Summertonians equipped with boots 
and flashlights wishing to capture the 
spirit of the adventurous hero. 
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Such stories as Marion's retreat to 
the cave represent the values and spirit 
of a community even better than formal 
histories, and for this reason, they are 
perhaps the most interesting part of a 
town's background. One local anecdote 
concerns an old Confederate colonel : 
It seems that the colonel was extremely 
fond of the bottle and had difficulty 
descending from his buggy after his 
sessions with the jug. When gaining 
entry through the gate of a fence that 
surrounded his house, he usually alerted 
a vigilant and suspicious wife. The re
sourceful old warrior contrived an in
teresting course of navigation to avert 
it. A bridge was constructed from the 
front gate extending over the house to 
his back door, and from then on, the 
colonel could meander across his house 
undetected. It has been suggested that 
his was the first overhead bridge in the 
country. 

Another story comes from S. H. Bel
ser, a Summerton attorney and a for
mer president of the Clarendon County 
Historical Society. Before the days of 
television, old people used to huddle 
about the warmth of a good fire and tell 
some mighty inspiring tales about the 
wily old Swamp Fox. This account in
volves an exciting counterattack that 
followed a raid by Marion's men on a 
British wagon train. After a lightning 
rear-guard hit, Tarleton's elite British 
Legion wheeled around with a vigor so 
compelling that the proud guerrillas had 
to scatter like rabbits. The chase was 
really a close one this time and almost 
led to the capture of the elusive Swamp 
Fox. With Tarleton's swift horsemen 
hot on his heels, Marion charged into 
the remote cave near Fort Watson and 
awaited the inevitable. Shortly after
wards, the redcoats approached and 
halted at the cave. But a strange thing 
had happened-a spider had woven a 
web across the entrance. Believing the 
cave unoccupied, a dejected and dis
gusted Tarleton redressed his ranks 
and rode back to Fort Watson. It was 
the spider that fooled him this time
not the Swamp Fox. 

They say there is some truth in all 
such tales, and the encounter between 
Marion and Tarleton is a good ex
ample. Tarleton did give chase to 
Marion once, and the pursuit carried 
him through the outskirts of what is 
now Summerton near Jack's Creek for 
a distance of 26 miles. Tarleton gave 
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up when he hit the boggy savanna at 
Pocotaligo Creek, and it was here that 
Tarleton gave Marion his nickname. 

Recently, University of South Caro
lina archaeologists went to Fort Wat
son to determine its structure during 
the Revolutionary War, and it is won
dered if another legend from the area 
had not been told these brave diggers. 
The fort is on a 48-foot mound rising 
above an oxbow of the Santee River 
called Scott's Lake. Its origin is un
certain, and it is said that the haunted 
ground was cursed by a lovelorn In
dian girl. The maiden was betrothed to 
the son of a white trader in the area 
who left her but made avowals to re
turn and marry her within 12 moons. 
Each new moon was greeted nightly 
by the young girl, and when the realm 
of the twelfth moon appeared, the lover 
had not come. The scene of the promise 
was the mound, and in a spirit of ven
geance the girl mounted the summit 
and cast a spell on the spot forever. 
The legend found some confirmation 
during an earlier attempt at excava
tion. The workers had gone only a few 
feet when suddenly they were attacked 

by a strange drowsiness that forced 
them all to abandon the project. The 
tradition had remained so strong from 
that day to the present excavation that 
there had been no visible signs of at
tempts to resurrect the dark conceal
ments at Fort Watson. 

For some time, the planters at the 
little summer village were without a 
church, and, according to the Chronicles 
of St. Mark's, they attended services 
at St. Mark's Episcopal near Pine
wood, an historic old church whose 
membership included six governors. 
During the Civil War, the community 
managed to raise a company of infantry 
from the area, and according to an un
published diary, a Union cavalry de
tachment raided the town on April 21, 
1865. The town suffered all the general 
deprivation common to the rest of the 
South at that time, and the tired home 
guard of old men and young boys 
thought the raid nothing less than 
philistine. The Federals limited their 
objective to foraging, however; they 
stole a few bony mounts, a brace of 
pistols and took what they could 
readily locate of the town's diminishing 
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food supply. There was some defection 
among the slaves, but there were no 
casualties recorded. Summerton also 
served as a refugee center for displaced 
families from the threatened coastal 
area during this war. 

An important economic and social 
event in the town's history was the 
coming of the Wilson and Summerton 
Railroad, chartered in 1888, and its 
successor, the old Northwestern, which 
ran until 1935-giving the town an un
interrupted service of almost 50 years. 
The Northwestern provided passenger 
service, carried the mail, and, by assur
ing planters that their cotton would 
reach the markets, contributed to the 
expansion of farming operations. Many 
of the town's residents still remember 
the cold winter rides and the almost 
unbearable heat in the summer caused 
by closed windows that protected pas
sengers from burning cinders. The train 
was probably the culprit in a fire de
stroying the Summerton lumber mill in 
1935. 

With the exception of a recent gar
ment factory employing around a hun
dred people. a lumber mill had been the 
town's only industry for over half a 
century. After its long history of pro
duction, the mill was finally dismantled 
this past year. Despite its early 19th 
century foundation Summerton is still 
almost totally dependent upon agricul
ture. It is located in Clarendon County 
on the borders of the rich coastal plain 
region of the state, and according to a 
recent survey 86.7 percent of the 
county's total population engages in 
some type of agricultural pursuit. The 
land area of Clarendon County is 382,-
720 acres, and approximately 60.8 per
cent of it is presently being cultivated. 

When the earlier planters first 
arrived in the Summerton area, only 
the great Santee was there. The In
dians had long since been forced off 
their lands, and except for the mound 
and an occasional lucky find in the way 
of artifacts, reminders of the old In
dian river culture are almost nonexis
tent. At the confluence of its head
waters at Rimini, the Santee begins a 
long journey of 143 miles to the At
lantic. Together with its tributaries, it 
is the largest river system in the state. 
Before being dammed and diverted at 
Pinopolis. the Santee followed its nat
ural course to a point near McClel
lanville and carried loads of Summer
ton cargo by barge and steamboat. 
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Site of Fort Watson, where 
Francis Marion and 

Light-Horse Harry Lee 
captured a British fort by 
rigging a protective tower 

for sharpshooters. 

Here and there, a morass of moss
drapped cypress perpetuated an ancient 
image which inspired many stories of 
Santee romance. Today, reservoirs 
have changed that image-for the bet
ter, perhaps, from an economic view
point. Man-made Lake Marion, the 
state's largest single body of water, is 
a home of the ,vorld's only land-locked 
striped bass, and the massive basin at
tracts sportsmen from all parts of the 
country. Many camps and boat land
ings offer guides, and some have cot
tages for those who prefer them to the 
nearby motels and tourist homes dot
ting the Summerton area. A fishing 
bonanza began when the Santee was 
dammed in the late '30s as a power 
project and was channeled into the 
Cooper River near Moncks Corner. 
Inundated by the project were old 
plantation homes and 100,000 acres 
of broad fields and virgin cypress. The 
cypress were detruncated. and the 
stocks were chained to the tree trunks. 
The procedure created a . game fish 
paradise, and the cover has attracted 
an abundance of foraging bream and 
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crappie. But the species that has cre
ated the most excitement is the striped 
bass. known locally as the rockfish. 
The famous aberration of the big "sea" 
fish has dazzled the experts since \i\Til
liam Elliott first wrote Carolina Sports 
in 1846. Elliott's reference to stripers 
advanced the theory that they were sea 
fish in the North but were indigenous 
to fresh water in the South. Their im
poundment in Lakes Marion and 
l\foultrie since the 1930s seems to con
firm the thory, and rockfish abound in 
the Santee as never before. The world 
reservoir record is a Santee striper 
,,·eighing 55 pounds which was caught 
by "Tiny" Lund, the race driver from 
Cross, S. C. Catches of 30-pounders or 
larger are not infrequent, and it is this 
possibility more than any other that 
lures fishermen to the Summerton 
area. So life in the old plantation vil
lage is still closely allied to the Santee. 
But to the occasional visitor who comes 
only to enjoy the water at Summer
ton or who passes through going North 
or South. it may be true that the town 
near the river appears to be a "sleepy" 
one. The pace is slow, and the people 
are friendly and show a contentment 
that seems to be missing in many 
places. But perhaps it is only natural 
that an ease of living be part of the 
character of "The Summer Town." 

Jose th C. Elliott is a free-lance writer 
fro/II Ninety Six. 
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N othing is quite so special as a gift 
from the kitchen; nothing is quite 
so rewarding as creating your own 

special treats. Through the years, cer
tain recipes have become Southern fav
orites. These pickles and preserves are 
the first to sell at local bazaars and food 
festivals. I find myself falling back on 
these recipes, knowing they'll be the 
choices of friends and guests. I have 
also added other unique recipes-ones 
that are different and yet especially 
tasty and appealing. 

One of the keys to successful pre
serving is the utilizing of fruits and 
vegetables in season and readily avail
able. My friends have become so ac
customed to my using any and every
thing in pickles and preserves that they 
offer me any extra food that they have 
in abundance; thereby, I have discov
ered and created many recipes as a 
result of the generosity of these friends. 

Another idea I have found convenient 
is preserving in small quantities. Baby 
food jars are my mainstay in contain
ers. Such a small quantity is ideal for 
token gifts or hostess gifts-they rarely 
embarrass the receiver. ( And if the re
cipients don't like my concoctions, they 
don't feel so guilty about throwing out 
a little jar!) For larger gifts an assort
ment of pickles and jams in little jars 
is much more appealing to me than one 
huge quart jar! 

Finally, I always make notations on 
my recipes as to the amount the recipe 
made for me and any changes I made 
or felt needed to be made to produce 
tastier or prettier results. These notes 
serve as a handy reminder for the next 
canning season and are the secret to 
repeated successes. 

Bread and Butter Pickle 
My aunt, Mrs. DeFoix E. Suttle of 

Landrum, is the champion of this de
lectable recipe: 

25-30 medium-size cucumbers 
8 large white onions 
2 large sweet peppers 

Y, cup salt 
5 cups vinegar 
5 cups sugar (20 lbs.) 
2 tbs. mustard seeds 
1 tsp. turmeric 

Y, tsp. whole cloves 

Wash and slice the cucumbers and 
onions as thin as possible. Chop the 
peppers fine. Combine the cucumbers, 
onions and peppers with the salt and let 
stand for 3 hours. Drain. Combine in a 
large preserving kettle the vinegar, 
sugar, mustard seed, turmeric and 
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fiomemade /Jichfej and /Jrejeruej) 
Better Jlian {}randma Ued to ?If/ale 

By Bette Au Id 
cloves. Bring to a boil. Add drained 
cucumbers, onions and peppers; heat 
thoroughly but do not boil. Pack while 
hot into sterilized jars and seal at once. 
Makes about 45 40-ounce-jars or 22 
80-ounce-jars. 

Green Tomato Pickle 
This recipe from my mother, Mrs. 

L. A. Rogerson, is grand for all those 
tomatoes left on the vine when first 
frost seems imminent : 

Slice thin 7 pounds of green toma
toes. Soak in 2 gallons of water with 
3 cups of pickling lime for 24 hours. 
Drain and soak in fresh water 4 hours, 
changing water every hour. Make a 
syrup of the following: 

5 lbs. sugar 
4 pints vinegar 
5 tsp. pickling spices 

Bring to a boil and pour over to
matoes. Let stand overnight in syrup. 
The next morning boil gently for 1 
hour. Pack in sterilized jars. Note: A 
little green cake coloring can be added, 

but be careful not to get too dark and 
make "witches' brew" as I did once! 

Corn Relish 
A pretty and tasty relish ; try some 

in chicken salad, believe it or not! 

3 cups cut-off corn 
3 medium tomatoes, peeled 
3 medium onions, quartered 
2 green peppers, quartered 
1 large cucumber (unpeeled), quartered 
1 cup sugar 

Y, cup water 
1 cup vinegar 
2 tbs. salt 

Y, tsp. pepper 
Vi tsp. turmeric 
Y, tbs. mustard seed 

Grind the cucumbers, onions and 
green peppers together using the me
dium blade of a food chopper. Chop 
the tomatoes in small pieces. Combine 
the ground mixture with the corn and 
tomatoes. Add the sugar, water, vine
gar and spices; mix and bring to a 
boil. Stir continuously with a wooden 
spoon until sugar dissolves. Cook cov
ered over medium heat for about 45 
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minutes. Pack in sterilized jars and 
seal. This pickle is best if it matures 
about a month before using. Makes 
about nine 4,0-ounce-jars or four 80-
ounce-jars. 

Note: Drained canned corn or thawed 
and drained frozen corn can be used; 
but fresh corn, cut but not scraped off 
the cob, is best. 

Dilled Okra 
An easy, delightful and economical 

treat if you have generous friends or 
relatives who grow okra: 

4 lbs. small, tender okra 
2 qts. clear vinegar 
2 cups water 

Y, cup salt 
Y, clove garlic per each 8Y,-oz.-j ar 
Y, tsp. dill seed or dill weed per 8Y,-oz.-jar 

\Vash okra and group according to 
size of pods. Arrange attractively in 
sterilized jars and add garlic and dill 
to the jars. After bringing vinegar, 
water and salt to a full boil, pour over 
okra in jars and seal. Makes about 20 
80-ounce-jars. Let stand for 8 weeks 
before using. Serve cold. 

Melon Rind Pickle 
Since the development of thin-rind 

watermelons, it's become difficult to 
find sufficient rinds for this recipe. I 
have relied on citron melons, the bane 
of the farmer but the joy of melon 
picklers ! 

8 qts. of prepared watermelon rind or citron 
1 gal. white vinegar 

Y, cup lime 
I gal. water 
9 lbs. sugar 
4 tbs. whole cloves 
4 sticks cinnamon ( 4 oz.) broken in pieces 
1 piece gingerroot (optional) 

Peel outer green skin from water
melon and citron. Cut off white rind 
from watermelon ; remove seeds from 
citron. Cut rind or citron flesh in 0-
inch-by-3-inch strips or cubes. Cover 
with water which has been combined 
with lime and refrigerate overnight. 
Drain well, rinsing several times. Cover 
with fresh water and bring to a full 
boil. Drain again immediately. In a 
large enamel kettle combine the sugar, 
vinegar and spices which have been 
tied in a cheesecloth spice bag. Cook 
until sugar is thoroughly dissolved and 
syrup is slightly thickened. Add rinds 
to syrup and cook until rind is clear 
and tender. Pack loosely in sterilized 
jars, being certain to cover the rind 
completely with syrup. Seal. Makes 
about 25 8,0-ounce-jars. Serve cold. 
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Bette Auld prepares to transfer preserves to sterilized jars. Proper sterilization 
and cleanliness assure successful pickles and preserves. 

Fig Preserves 
My grandmother, Mrs. C. 0. Smith 

of Landrum, makes this old-fashioned 
favorite best: 

5 cups of whole figs 
4 cups sugar 
2 cups water 
1 lemon, sliced thin 
Juice of 1 lemon 

Choose firm ripe figs, not too soft. 
·wash thoroughly. Combine sugar, 
water and lemon juice. Cook until 
sugar dissolves. Add figs and let cook 
rapidly for 10 minutes, stirring to pre
vent sticking. Reduce heat and continue 
cooking until figs are clear, about 25 
minutes. Just before figs become com
pletely done, add sliced lemon and re
turn to a boil. Pack in hot sterilized 
jars, covering figs completely with 
syrup. Makes about 5 8,0 -ounce-jars. 

Peach Preserves 
I peel, chop, sugar lightly and freeze 

very ripe peaches in the height of peach 
season. Then, I make this sumptuous 
jam when I have time. 

8 cups prepared peaches 
10 cups sugar 
2 lemons (juice of) 
1 tsp. almond extract 
2 boxes fruit pectin 

Add lemon juice to prepared peaches. 
Mix peaches with lemon juice with 
fruit pectin in a large preserving kettle. 

Home-canned foods make attractive, 
enjoyable gifts that are a part of the 
giver. 

Bring quickly to a hard boil over high 
heat. Add sugar at once. Bring to a 
full rolling boil and boil hard for 1 
minute, stirring constantly. Remove 
from heat and skim foam off. Cool for 
about 5 minutes, stirring to distribute 
fruit evenly. Add almond extract. Spoon 
into hot sterilized glasses. Seal or cover 
with 1/8 inch paraffin and cap. Makes 
about 36 4,0-ounce-jars or 18 80-
ounce-jars. 
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Hot Pepper Jelly 
Good with meats; also good over 

crackers spread with cream cheese, jelly 
on top: 

2 cups ground bell pepper (green) 
1 pod hot green pepper 

7Y, cups sugar 
2 or 3 drops green coloring 

lY, cups white vinegar 
1 bottle liquid fruit pectin 

Boil pepper and vinegar together for 
6 minutes. Add liquid fruit pectin and 
boil 3 minutes. Add coloring. Pour into 
sterilized jars and seal with paraffin. 
Makes about 8 80-ounce-jars. 

Note: This can be made red by using 
all red peppers and red food coloring. 
Also, the hot pepper may be omitted if 
a mild jelly is preferred. 

Pear Butter 
Delicious on hot toast or muffins ! 

4 cups ripe pears 
2 cups sugar 
2 tbs. candied ginger 
1 lemon 

Y, tsp. cinnamon (powdered) 
Dash of allspice and cloves (powdered) 

Wash pears; peel, quarter, core and 
grind. Add sugar and ginger. Cover 
and refrigerate. Grate the peel of lemon 
the next morning. Squeeze lemon and 
add juice and peel to the pear-sugar
ginger mix after it has stood overnight. 
Add spices. Mix and cook about 10 
hours slowly, stirring frequently. Butter 
should be about the consistency of ket
chup. Ladle in sterilized jars and seal. 
Makes about four 80-ounce jars or 
eight 40-ounce-jars. 

Tart Plum Jam 
The best jam to mix with peanut 

butter or to use in jelly rolls! 
6 cups plum pulp 
7 cups sugar 

Y, cup honey 
1 lemon (juice of) 
1 box powdered fruit pectin 

Choose very ripe wild South Carolina 
tart plums. Wash thoroughly and press 
and turn through a Foley Food Mill, 
peel and all. Add lemon juice to plum 
pulp. Mix pectin with pulp in a large 
saucepan or preserving kettle. Bring 
quickly to a hard boil. Add sugar and 
honey. Again bring to a full rolling 
boil and let boil for 1 minute. Remove 
from heat and skim off foam. Cool 5 
minutes, stirring occasionally to dis
tribute fruit throughout jam. Ladle into 
sterilized jars and seal. Makes about 15 
80-ounce-jars or 30 40-ounce-jars. 

Green Grape Honey 
This delicately flavored condiment is 
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made from very ripe grapes reduced for 
quick sale at your local grocery store. 
7 cups Thompson seedless grapes (very ripe) 
2 lemons (juice of) 
7 cups sugar 
1 box powdered fruit pectin 
A few drops green coloring 

Wash grapes thoroughly and put 
through a Foley Food Mill. Add lemon 
juice to grape pulp. Combine with pec
tin in a large preserving kettle and 
bring quickly to a hard boil. Add sugar 
immediately, bring to a full rolling boil 
and boil for 1 minute. Set off heat and 
skim. Cool for 5 minutes, stirring occa
sionally. Pour into sterilized jars and 
seal. Makes about 14 80-ounce-jars or 
28 40-ounce-jars. Liquid-like consist
ency. 

Strawberry Jam Made from Figs 
Now my friend who likes only straw

berry jam will know my secret and 
understand where all those strawber
ries come from! Great for those who 
like strawberries and don't like figs and 
for those who love figs. 
4 Y, cups chopped figs 

1 tbs. lemon juice 
1 Y, cups sugar 

3 (3 oz.) packages wild strawberry gelatin 
Mix all of the above ingredients in a 

saucepan for 30 minutes before cooking. 

Even the children can help with can
ning and preserving food. Few little 
girls can resist the chance to help their 
mothers in the kitchen. 

Bring to a hard boil. Boil 5 minutes, 
stirring constantly. Ladle into sterilized 
jars. Seal. Makes about five 80-ounce
Jars. 

Bette Auld is a free-lance writer from 
Columbia. 

The elegance of Tara is now aboard Rhett Butler's ship. 
Permanently moored on the bank of the Cooper River, 

the "Scarlett O'Hara" offers amiable relaxation in 
the Paddle Wheel Bar, dancing in the Cargo 

Hold, and Continental or American 
cuisine in the Nassau Room. 

Come aboard . . ... 

Charlotte Street at the Cooper River 
Charleston, S. C. 

Reservations - 577-6612 
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Pardon us 
while we toot 
our own horns 
for a minute 

We usually devote our pages to b lowing the 
trumpet for South Carolina. That's why a lot of 
people think we are backed by the State Chamber 
of Commerce, or the Department of Parks. Rec
reation and Tourism. Not so. We are a private 
publishing business and we pay our own way, 
supporting ourselves through subscription and ad
vertising revenues in the best traditions of Ameri
can journalism and free enterprise . Few other 
regional magazines can say that. We're a small 
publishing house, but we're p roud of our maga
zine and proud of our state. 

And that's why we call our magazine Sand
lapper-The Magazine of South Carolina. Sand
lapper is a unique monthly celebration of the state 
we live in, and love. Join th e celebration. Just fill 
in the handy envelope in this magazine and you' ll 
see what we're tooting our horn about. 

sandla pper. 
THE 

MAGAZINE 
OF 

SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
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Shop the little 
Office Suppl-q Store 

behind Br-qarls 
on (ire-qstone ... 

THE R. L. BRYAN COMPANY'S NEW OFFICE SUPPLY STORE 
WITH A BROWN AWNING YOU CAN'T MISS. 

Open Monday thru Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p .m., Bryan's new Office Supply Store 
offers fast, convenient service and ample parking. You'll find every standard office 
item including A.B. Dick supplies, labels and pads, bookkeeping and accounting 
materials. kindergarten and instructional materials, poster paper, adding machine and 
typewriter ribbons, invoice, statement and inventory forms, filing supplies, address 
books and diaries, pencils and pens, legal forms, desk accessories, plus many more 
items. Bryan's Office Supply Store has everything for your office, church, school, club 
or individual needs. 

The R. L. Bryan Company 
Greystone Boulevard Ample Parking 
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Caring Through 

Revenue Sharing 

By Sally Wells Cook 

"T he welfare child and those from 
poor families have shorter life 
spans and four times more nerv

ous disorders and mental illnesses than 
the population at large. He will suffer 
three times as many orthopedic ail
ments and eight times as many visual 
defects as the average American. He 
will then go out into the world with 
three strikes against him and be ex
pected to pull himself up by his boot

-Photos by M and w Studios straps. With poor health and inade-
quate education he will either find no 
jobs open to him or be employed at 

subpoverty wages. In sum, he can't pull 
himself up by his bootstraps because, 
even if he has boots, more likely than 
not he will not have the strength to 
pull." Thus Sen. Abraham Ribicoff de
scribes the plight of children from poor 
families in his book, America Can 
Make It! 

Breaking the cycle of poverty and 
providing a learning experience for 
children ages three to five are the goals 
of child care centers throughout the 
nation. The Camden-Kershaw County 
Child Care Center was recently dedi
cated for this purpose after months of 
planning by the Junior Welfare League 
of Camden and the county, city and 
state governments. 

In his dedication speech, Gov. John 
\,Vest cited this investment in the fu
ture success of human lives as pro
foundly significant to the economic and 
social well-being of all citizens. The 
Child Care Center, with its inception by 
the Junior Welfare League, ultimately 
involved dozens of civic groups and 
state and local agencies to forge a part
nership that achieved its goal of provid
ing child care for parents who work 
outside the home. 

Mrs. James Gregg, who was presi
dent of the Junior Welfare League 
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when the Office of Child Development 
suggested they sponsor a child care 
center, said, "It all seemed so out of 
our reach and, of course, would have 
been without Revenue Sharing funds, 
but. our organization has always been 
dedicated to child welfare and we 
couldn't pass up a chance like this." 

The operating budget of $47,000 
came from the city of Camden allocat
ing $12,000, with $25,000 from Ker
shaw County and $10,000 from the 
state, which are Revenue Sharing funds. 
The Junior Welfare League has added 
$3,000 for rent and classroom equip
ment. The center now has 31 children 
enrolled and is licensed to take up to 
so_ three to five year olds, when eligible 
children can be found. 

"The trouble is that the people who 
need us the most don't seem to know 
about us," says Monroe Gilmore, di
rector of the Child Care Center. "I've 
gone out to the country and have 
knocked on doors looking for kids three 
to five years old. I've enrolled some that 
way. But some of the kids who need us 
so much come from homes where the 
mo!her_ has no plans for finding a job, 
~h1ch 1~ a requirement, or else they are 
JUSt a little over the minimum level of 
earnings to qualify. And, in some cases 
the mother would like to work but can't 
fin_d a job. ~ wish we could take every 
child and give them this learning ex
perience. We will turn some lives 
around." 

Gilmore is described by some of the 
planners of the center as "heaven-sent" 
-his qualifications are well-suited to 
the job. A graduate of Davidson Col
lege, he spent three and a half years in 
the Peace Corps in India. He credits 
this experience with developing his 
awareness of the effects early depriva
tions have on children. 

"We get so many good spin-off things 
happening in the community from the 
center. Like finding out from the public 
school that there were kids staying out 
of classes to baby-sit with younger chil
dren at home so the parents could work. 
We can take those little children and 
give them a learning experience that is 
enriching emotionally, mentally and 
physically. Or, the retarded mother who 
could not attend the Kershaw Activity 
Center program because of a young 
child at home. Now they are both en
rolled in programs which can expand 
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Gov. John C. West cuts the ribbon to 
open the Camden Day Care Center. 
The center was funded by city, county 
and state Revenue Sharing funds. 

their horizons and prepare them to be 
productive." 

Some criticism has been leveled at 
child care centers by those who feel 
that the child's place is at home with 
the mother. Proponents of the center 
agree they should be whenever that is 
possible. The community child care 
center's service is to those mothers who 
have to work to maintain a reasonable 
standard of living and for handicapped 
parents who are unable to care for their 
children properly. 

Head teacher Kathey Carlisle is a 
graduate of Winthrop College with a 
degree in early childhood education. She 
works closely with a staff of four 
trained teacher aides in addition to com
munity volunteers. There are high 
school students who drop in for an 
afternoon of reading to the children ; 
and there are older people in the neigh
borhood who stop in for a morning to 
help out when they can. Everybody 
seems to feel at home. 

A few months ago, the house that 
was to become the Child Care Center 
stood silently behind the Camden Pri
m_ary School, its paint curling and drop
pmg on the broken porch. With a new 
furnace and major changes in the 
plumbing and wiring, the day came last 
fall to galvanize the volunteer painters 
into action. League members students 
teachers, Hi-Y, church grou~s and th~ 
National Guard transformed each bare 
room into a cacaphony of carousel col
ors. The decor of the center is dimmed 
only by the Day-Glo enthusiasm of the 
children. 

Their day is designed so that every 
,minute is a learning experience. Even 
the simple activities of tooth brushing 
and housekeeping are lessons the chil
dren are taking home with them. Many 
times during the day, however, the 

I 
child is given a choice of activity in 
order that his time may not seem over
planned. A visitor to the center during 
midafternoon will likely find a nap
tak~r curled up beside an open book, 
while the more energetic race a tricycle 
course across the expansive front porch. 

Outside activities integrate several 
agencies in the county with the Child 
Care Center. The children attend the 
story hour at the Kershaw County Li
brary and participate in the physical 
education program at the YMCA. They 
go to the Camden Primary School for 
breakfast and lunch every day. 

During the late afternoon parents 
begin arriving to pick up their children 
and are met with whooping greetings. 
Michelle is a button-eyed four-year-old 
whose father has come for her one 
balmy afternoon while Monroe and 
Kathey are having a sidewalk confer
ence about the next day's schedule. 
Michelle's daddy is holding the door of 
the truck open for her as she flies to 
Monroe, catching him around the knees 
and pleading for him to open the front 
door for her "because it is so heavy, and 
I forgot my hat." 

"You try to open the door first and 
if you can't do it, I'll help you," Mon
roe says. "Kathey, you open the door 
for me. It's too heavy," Michelle pleads. 

"We'll watch you from here, Mi
chelle. I'll bet you can." 

The shoulders sag, and the tiny feet 
drag up the front walk. Up the stairs, 
turn, look back and sigh. A small push 
first, and then a wholehearted grunting 
shove swings the door wide open. In
side, Michelle strikes a cheerleader 
pose. 

"I knew I could do it !" she cries. 
"We knew you could, too." 

Sally Wells Cook is a free-lance writer 
from Camden. 
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The Old Brick 

By John Bigham 

Having withstood for 186 years the 
ravages of time without appreciable 
damage, it now seems probable 

that an ancient church building in Fair
field County, variously known as Eben
ezer Meeting House, Little River 
Church, and more popularly now as the 
Old Brick Church, will continue to 
stand sentinel to tradition and heritage. 

Although no congregation has regu
larly worshipped in the venerable brick 
sanctuary for over SO years, tremendous 
significance is attached to it by Asso
ciate Reformed Presbyterians every-
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Church 

where. It was here on May 9, 1803, 
that a handful of ministers and ruling 
elders gathered to organize the Synod 
of the South. A few years later this 
body made itself independent of North
ern ties and eventually evolved into the 
present denomination. 

The story of Ebenezer Meeting 
House begins with the arrival in the 
1770s of Presbyterians from Scotland 
and Ireland who settled on both sides 
of Little River. The very first to put in 
an appearance was \Villiam McMorries 
and his family. Close behind the Mc-

1Iorries came James Kincaid and 
others, most of whom had been neigh
bors in the old country. James Kincaid 
married Mary ?1IcMorries and was des
tined to be influential as an elder at 
Ebenezer, an officer in the Revolution, 
a wealthy planter and a member of the 
legislature. 

These Irish families had hardly be
gun work on their own homes when 
they turned their attention to building 
a suitable house of ,vorship. The first 
one or two were temporary affairs, un
til the desire came to build a more 
permanent edifice. 

They made the bricks themselves. 
After their crops were laid by, the men 
would go to the brickyard, tramp the 
mud into mortar with their bare feet, 
put it into molds with their hands and 
carry it out into the sun to dry. They 
kept the kilns burning night and day, 
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- All photos by T. A. Waites 

Top, Geddeth Smith points out the 
tracing of the message left by the 
anonymous Union soldier during Civil 
War ransacking of the church. 
Above, the highway marker indicating 
the location and history of the Old 
Brick Church. 

and it took a long time to get ready to 
build. They finished in 1788, and they 
did their work well. 

The gently sloping cemetery which 
surrounds the building on three sides 
is truly sacred ground for those whose 
ancestors lie buried within its granite 
confines. A tour through the graveyard 
will reveal some of the names of fam
ilies who once lived and prospered in 
the community, who loved their house 
of worship, and who contributed their 
part as a strong citizenry in the devel
opment of Fairfield County and the 
state. 

For several years the congregation of 
Ebenezer was served by itinerant Asso
ciate Reformed ministers. In 1791 the 
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Rev. James Rogers came from Ireland 
by way of Scotland to begin a pastorate 
which lasted for almost 40 years. For 
25 years of that tenure he presided 
over Jefferson Academy at nearby 
Monticello. One of his students was 
William Harper, who later became a 
celebrated jurist and was the first per
son admitted to what is now the Uni
versity of South Carolina. 

Rev. James Rogers also ministered to 
the Kings Creek and Cannons Creek As
sociate Reformed Presbyterian churches 
across Broad River in Newberry Coun
ty until 1815, when he dropped these 
charges and concentrated on the con
gregation of Ebenezer. 

This pastor and educator is buried in 
the cemetery beside the Old Brick 
Church, and his tombstone records that 
he was a native of County Monaghan, 
Ireland. By his side is his wife Celia. 
In the strong vein of Calvinistic the
ology on her tomb appears the state
ment, "She died, for Adam sinned; she 
lived, for Jesus died." 

Members of the Old Brick Church 
enjoyed a prosperity based on cotton 
and slavery until the outbreak of the 
Civil War. The great conflict spelled 
doom for both the community and the 
church. Many in the congregation went 
off to fight, and more than a few of 
them never returned. In the cemetery 
of the old church the graves of four 
Confederate veterans are located at the 
foot of the graves of four men who 
fought in the American Revolution. 

Not only were the rolls of the con
gregation decimated by the war, but 
before the conflict ended the commun
ity was to feel the wrath of Sherman's 
armies. The left wing of the Union 
forces traveled north from Columbia on 
the west bank of the Broad River, 
crossed that stream at Alston and came 
eastward. In their path lay Ebenezer 
Meeting House and the homes of many 
of its members. A number of homes 
went up in flames. and even the small 
house of worship on the banks of Little 
River fell victim to the Union forces. 

In order to rebuild the bridge across 
the stream at the foot of the hill, de
stroyed shortly before by retreating 
Confederates, the invaders tore out the 
flooring and sleepers of the church. 
This act of desecration was too much 
for one Northern soldier. Feeling a 
need to apologize to the members, he 
wrote the following on the door facing 

on the west side of the building: "Citi
zens of this community : please excuse 
us for defacing your house of worship 
so much. It was absolutely necessary to 
effect a crossing over the creek, as the 
Rebs destroyed the bridge. A yankee." 
Although the inscription was largely 
obliterated by an inadvertent white
washing, almost every visitor claims to 
see the original writing. 

Since 1932 it has been the custom of 
Associate Reformed Presbyterians to 
gather periodically at the Old Brick 
Church for special services or celebra
tions to keep alive the memories of by
gone days and to recall the dedication 
and faith of those who once worshipped 
there. These occasional gatherings also 
provide opportunities for the renewal 
of friendships and acquaintances, and 
in many ways the services are both re
ligious and social. 

On Sunday afternoon, Sept. 23, 1973, 
there was standing room only inside 
the church. Many stood around under 
the trees or among the tombstones, and 
others sat on the ancient granite wall 
which surrounds both building and 
cemetery. The principal speaker that 
day was Geddeth Smith, a Columbian 
now living in New York City. He was 
well qualified to give the address. Not 
only is Smith a successful actor on both 
stage and in television, but he is a lineal 
descendent of Alexander Kincaid, one 
of 34 members of the congregation to 
,vhom a deed to the property was given 
in 1793. 

Catawba Presbytery, in the hounds 
of which the church is located, took 
positive action last fall to insure that 
the old sanctuary will not be forgotten 
in either a religious or historic sense. 
The church was reinstated on the rolls 
of Presbytery as a house of worship, 
though not an active congregation. The 
action taken will also result in the prac
tice of holding a meeting of the Pres
bytery at the Old Brick Church every 
fifth year, to be held in addition to 
special services. 

The Old Brick Church was entered 
on the National Register of Historic 
Places as of Aug. 19, 1971. That is 
good news for those everywhere who 
have a great affection for the ancient 
meeting house and want to see it pre
served, restored and maintained. 

John B igha111 is a free-lance writer 
from Columbia. 
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(Continued from page 10) 

art 
August 1-31 

GREENVILLE-Art exhibit by Green
ville Museum Art School faculty mem
bers-Greenville County Museum of 
Art. 

August 3-31 

SPARTANBURG-Exhibit of private 
art collection of Dr. and Mrs. Law
rence Heaverin - Spartanburg Arts 
Center. 

August 9-11 

MYRTLE BEACH - Sixth Annual 
South Carolina State Ceramic Asso
ciation Show. 

Through August 11 

COLUMBIA-"Three Painters"-an ex
hibit by University of South Carolina 
students Gloria Bales, John McGarty 
and Leo Hansberry-Columbia Mu
seum of Art. 

August 17-18 

EASLEY-Fifth Annual South Carolina 
Arts and Crafts Festival-Easley. 

August 19-25 

CHARLESTON HEIGHTS - Cagus 
Autumn Traveling Art Exhibit (fea
turing works of Cloistered Artists 
Guild of the United States), North
woods Mall. 

August 30-September 8 

GREENVILLE-Upper South Carolina 
State Fair ( with art, crafts and pho
tography exhibits). 

miscellaneous 

Through August 

COLUMBIA-Columbia Museum of Art 
-"From Horoscopes to Telescopes", 
Science Museum Planetarium Show, 
Saturday at 10 :30 a.m. and 3 :30 p.m. 
and Sunday at 3 :30 and 5 :00 p.m. 

Through November 30 

MYRTLE BEACH-Twenty-first An
nual Grand Strand Fishing Rodeo. 

August 9 

COLUMBIA-Allstar Football Game
North Allstars vs. South Allstars, 8 :00 
p.m., Williams-Brice Stadium. 
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Un Grand Diner 

Not long ago I had the privilege 
of being invited to a gourmet dinner 
held by the Columbia chapter of Les 
Amis du Vin. I was to choose the 
wines to accompany a Franco-Span
ish dinner. The menu was composed 
of specialties from the Basque re
gion, which sits astride France and 
Spain. 

The dinner for 25 persons was in 
the very warm and exclusive atmos
phere of a local country club; the 
menu had been selected and prepared 
by one of the best French chefs on 
the east coast, Pierre Rosier. Pierre 
is originally from the southwest of 
France and was brought up under 
the cultural and culinary influence of 
the Basques. 

For hors d'oeuvres we had Etchola 
relishes. Etchola in Basque means 
house. They consisted of crudites 
served on ice, and we decided to 
serve a white Vouvray, a delightful 
wine from the Loire Valley in France 
with a light touch of sweetness, just 
enough to be pleasant and whet our 
appetites. 

\Ve then entered the heart of the 
matter with Ttoro Basque Soup, a 
fish soup delicately prepared with 
fine herbs such as fennel, parsley, 
basil. rosemary, garlic, saffron and 
cloves. \Ve thought this would be a 
good occasion to drink a dry Xeres 
or sherry. Dry sherry is not an easy 
thing to serve at a meal, but in this 

case the dryness and light, fine, mod
erate taste of the wine blended beau
tifully and counter-balanced the fine 
spices of the soup. A dry white wine 
would not have been strong enough, 
and a red wine would have had too 
much body. 

After this successful first act, Vol 
Au V ene Biarritz was served. It con
sists of chopped sweetbread served 
with a delicate white sauce in a crust 
pie. It was a triumph! We could 
have opted for a full-bodied white 
wine, a white burgundy such as 
Meursault or Corton-Charlemagne, 
or for white Chateauneuf-du-Pape, 
but ,ve had already served two white 
wines, and also we wanted to stay in 
Spain. VI/ e finally decided on a Mar
ques de Riscal 1968, a light red 
Spanish wine from the Alavesa re
gion in Rioja. 

Then the piece de resistance was 
brought to the table, Tournedos de 
Camba aux Aubergines. These tour
nedos are marinated with herbs, 
cooked surrounded with bacon and 
served with baked eggplant. young 
lightly browned potatoes and arti
chokes stuffed with piperade. Only 
a great wine could accompany it. We 
chose a noble red burgundy, a Clos 
Vougeot 1967, ready to drink. We 
had decanted the wine one hour 
earlier in order to allow it to breathe 
and to be at its peak when served. 
The choice was excellent. The mar
inated tournedos helped to empha
size the finest qualities of the wine 
without interfering. 

To finish the dinner Mme. Rosier, 
an expert pastry cook, had prepared 
another Basque specialty, a very light 
cake called Gateau de M aitena which 
we served with a Canasta Cream 
Sherry-a beautiful combination. 

Believe it or not, this was in Co
lnmbia, S. C., where we now have a 
true French maitre de cuisine. 

Jean-Pierre Chainbas is ·wine con
sultant for the Wine and Cheese 
Cellar in Coluinbuz. 
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KILL WITH STYLE, by Hal Gul
liver. Charles Scribner's Sons. $5.95. 

There's an old theory in the journa
lism trade that says newspaper copy 
should be written on a fifth-grade com
prehension level so the general popula
tion can read and understand it. Not 
a particularly good theory for a news
paper man to follow-a journalist 
shouldn't write down to anyone-and 
certainly not a particularly good theory 
for a novelist. But Kill With Style, a 
new novel of big business "intrigue," 
reads not only so a fifth-grader can 
read it but also like a fifth-grader wrote 
it. It is elementary-to say the least. 

It's more coincidental than ironic, 
then, to discover on the book jacket 
that author Hal Gulliver is the asso
ciate editor of the Atlanta C onstitu
tion. A graduate of Yale where he was 
a Scholar of the House, Gulliver is 
surely a very intelligent man, but un
fortunately, in the case of his first 
novel, he has succumbed to journalistic 
prose. 

The book is essentially simplistic. 
The dialogue is often trite and unrealis
tic, and many of the characterizations 
are worse than weak. 

All of this is rather sad, because 
Gulliver has created a semi-interesting 
plot. The story concerns a big busi
ness, Troup-Kincaid, Inc., based in 
New York but with connections and 
dealings all over the world. The chair
man of the board and several of the 
higher-ups in the company suspect a 
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coup to be forthcoming in the form of 
a take-over by stock control. Conse
quently, they hire a top corporation 
lawyer to investigate the shady dealings 
at a Troup-Kincaid board meeting on 
the island of Martinique. Jim Round
tree, the attorney, soon discovers the 
corporation troubles are much deeper 
than the officials first realized. Some 
powerful stockholders within the cor
poration are trying to move the com
pany in another direction. The business 
at the board meeting appears on the 
surface to be the consideration of fi
nancing a $30 million resort hotel, but 
Roundtree learns the maverick stock
holders are moving into narcotics traffic 
and involving the company in inter
national crime schemes. Before the 
mystery is solved the whole matter 
becomes very entangled-involving a 
large cast, several murders and a dash 
of sex. 

It is basically an average story, but 
big businessmen and people who en
joy reading about big businessmen will 
probably enjoy the book, especially if 
they're of fifth-grade mentality. Why, 
even Gulliver's characters' names aren't 
very exciting: Jim Roundtree, Henry 
\i\Tinston and Harry Medlock. Come 
now, Mr. Gulliver, where's your imag
ination? 

No doubt the author is a very capa
ble journalist and editor, but neither 
of these positions necessarily qualifies 
him as a novelist. The book just 
doesn't hack it. It reads like a news
paper feature on big business scandal. 
Now there's an idea, Mr. Gulliver: 
\Vhy not serialize your book and run 
it in the Atlanta Constitution? ]KA 

August 19-25 

CHARLESTON-Bicentennial Founders' 
Festival-Downtown Charleston. 

August 31-September 2 

BEAUFORT-Fifth Annual Sea Island 
Sunfish Regatta. 

September 

SANTEE-Wings & Wheels Museum
Salute to Carolina's Pioneer Aviators 
and Annual Labor Day Weekend Air 
Show Spectacular. 

September 2 

DARLINGTON-Southern 500 Race. 

September 2 

CHARLESTON-Labor Day Celebra
tion-Charles Towne Landing, 10 :00 
a.m.-10 :00 p.m. 

September 8 

GREENVILLE-Boys Home of the 
South-Seventh Annual Air Show
Show starts 1 :00 p.m. ; rides over the 
city 9 :00 a.m. Admission $1.00-all 
benefits to the Boys Home. 

(Continued fro in page 10) 
Ours is a rich heritage. But it 

must be saved and woven into our 
present in order to avoid that one
dimensional architectural sameness 
which could result if we are not alert 
against those for whom the past mat
ters little or not at all. 

The objective is not to save arch
itectural mediocrity but rather arch
itectural excellence, of which we 
have all too few examples left. 

A community does not have to be a 
Portsmouth or Cape May, New Or
leans, Beaufort, Natchez or Charles
ton in order to have architecture 
worth saving. Almost every com
munity in America has buildings of 
significance worth preservation. Un
fortunately, far too often in far too 
many towns and cities when a sig
nificant landmark is endangered 
there is no Mrs. Hawks or Mrs. 
Stevenson willing to ride to the 
rescue shouting, "Don't knock that 
building down. Save and use it." 

-Buck Miller 
To be continued next 1nonth 
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Fiction 

By Edward B. Borden 

C roft ! Y ooo, Croft!" 
Whenever Grandma yelled for 

Grandpa I knew there was trouble. 
I dropped from my treehouse and fol
lowed her. 

"Croft!" Grandma stormed into the 
summer cabin that was our dining 
room, frying pan in hand, eyes ablaze 
with brewing thunder. 

"Yes, Miss Bessie, what is it?" 
Grandpa was as calm as the May 
River. He drew easily on his pipe. 

"Croft, you've got to do something 
about Mr. Marlow! Croft! Quit that 
infernal puffing and talk to me!" 

"What happened this time, Miss 
Bessie?" 

"He-he told me my waffles were 
too heavy," she sputtered. 

Too heavy? Grandma's waffles were 
crisp on the outside and tender as 
homemade bread inside. And when 
covered with real butter and her blue
berry syrup it was as close to heaven 
as I'd ever expect to come. 

"Besides," she glared, "it looks as if 
he's going to stay all summer." Grand
pa had invited Mr. Marlow to our Bluff
ton campsite for a week because Mar
low was new at the university where 
Grandpa taught and didn't have many 
friends. 

"I'm not going to tell him to leave. 
We'll have to turn the other cheek, 
Miss Bessie," Grandpa said. 

"We'll have to do more than that," 
Grandma said sarcastically. "In an
other week he'll empty Johnson's Store 
to the bare walls." 

"Grandpa, can't we sort of disinvite 
him? He's fat and his skin looks like 
a toad that's been dead a week," I 
offered. 

"Ah, Stephen, Stephen," Grandpa 
patted my head. "Even a 10-year-old 
must understand that when you've 
made a promise you keep it, no matter 
how much it hurts." 
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"Was your Grandma yellin' 'bout 
Mr. Marlow again?" Leroy Jones 
asked me a short time later. "I heard 
her 'way at the end of the dock. They 
fight like cats and dogs." 

Leroy was 11, my best friend and 
black as pluff mud. His grandfather
Uncle Silas-was Grandma's handy
man. 

"Better look out," Leroy said when 
I told him, "more fur's gonna fly." 

"What d'you mean?" 
"I dunno. But he's been baiting your 

Grandma for days. Something's bound 
to happen." 

"Mrs. Belser," Marlow said at lunch, 
"that homemade vegetable soup is 
simply delicious! Fit for a king!" He 
took a loud slurp. "I've made arrange
ments to rent part of my cabin to Mr. 
Hotchkiss from Baltimore." 

"You-you what?" Grandma ex
ploded. 

"I pick him up at four." Mr. Mar
low looked at his watch. "We'll dine 
at six." 

Grandma's jaw dropped. "Well, I 
never! You'd think we, worked for 
him!" she whispered to Grandpa. "The 
other cheek! Humph! You'll sleep with 
the boys!" 

Mr, Hotchkiss from Baltimore 
looked like a hungry rat. He wore a 
gray suit, had a little black mustache 
and a pointed nose. 

Grandma served dinner in silence. 
"Fine meal. Y eth, fine meal, Mithith 
Belther. You outdid yourthelf. Y eth. 
You thure did," he lisped, dabbing his 
mouth daintily. 

Mr. Marlow chomped his food like 
a fat weasel. "Didn't I tell you she was 
a good cook ?" He picked his teeth. 
"Shall we adjourn to the porch, Hotch
kiss, and discuss your theory about 
temptation and temperature ?" 

"Now they're going to talk about sex 
in front of the boy!" Grandma muttered 
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in a shocked tone. "I quit!" 
Grandpa walked onto the porch. 

There, with his wide backside scrunch
ing out the arms, sat Mr. Marlow in 
Grandpa's favorite wicker chair. "Gen
tlemen, Mrs. Belser isn't feeling well, 
and I'll prepare breakfast tomorrow 
morning," he said thoughtfully. "Come, 
Stephen! We have work to do." 

Grandpa got his clothes and moved 
into the cabin Leroy and I shared. "Le
roy, can you get hold of Old Ben?" 

"The Williams' billy goat? Sure. 
Why?" 

"I'll also need a crab. A big one." 
"Fresh crab for breakfast, Grandpa?" 
"No. I won't need him until supper-

time. Oh. Another thing: four peach 
baskets." 

"Peach baskets?" 
"You'll see tomorrow, Leroy." 
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dmmg room porch. 
"Shhhh !" Grandpa whispered. "It's 

four o'clock. Leroy, reckon you can get 
Old Ben now?" 

Leroy yawned in a gallon of air. 
"Yeah, reckon I can. But why? All 
he's going to do is crawl under the 
cabin where them two loafers is and
oh. Yeah." 

Old Ben would get under that one 
cabin and scrape the floorboards all 
night. And when he wasn't doing that 
he'd butt anything that came near him. 

"You boys take a quick dip and wash 
off that goat smell ; then come back to 
bed when you get finished," Grandpa 
said. "We'll let our guests enjoy Old 
Ben's company for awhile." 

"Didn't thleep a wink. Not a wink 
all night," Hotchkiss complained the 
next morning. "There'th thomething 
under the floor that keepth thumping 
every time I get to thleep." 

"Breakfast'll be ready in a minute," 
Grandpa said heartily. "Coffee's extra 



good this morning." 
"I don't understand it, Hotchkiss," 

Marlow mopped his brow. "Dr. Bel
ser, can you do anything? Beside the 
noise, that-that thing, whatever it is, 
smells. Garbage has a better fragrance. 
What is it, a billy goat?" 

" 'Old Ben,' we call him. He's been 
escorting his lady friends. He'll rest for 
a couple of weeks under the cabin." 

"A couple of -" Mr. Hotchkiss's 
eyes got bigger than a flounder's. 

"Gentlemen, perhaps we can make 
other arrangements. Uncle Silas, coffee 
please," Grandpa said expansively. 

"No, no," said Mr. Marlow, holding 
up a fat hand. "I've brought some 
freshly ground M oca Java coffee from 
Charleston." 

Uncle Silas drew water from the 
hand pump while Mr. Marlow watched 
him closely. Marlow didn't know we 
had quit using the pump two years ago 
when salt water from the river backed 
up into it. Uncle Silas wasn't going to 
tell him, and I wasn't either. 

When the coffee was poured, Mr. 
Hotchkiss, with all the dignity of a 
French waiter, solemnly stirred in 
cream and two sugars. "I can't take it," 
Leroy bubbled in my ear. "I just can't 
take it!" 

The coffee spewed out of Mr. Hotch
kiss's mouth like water from a fountain. 
"My gosh! I've been poithoned !" Le
roy and I doubled over, and Uncle 
Silas' broad shoulders shook like Jello 
in a warm breeze. "I'm dying! Oh 
great and merthiful Protector, I'm 
dying!" 

"Come gentlemen," Grandpa said as 
if nothing had happened, "please sit 
down. Uncle Silas has your eggs 
cooked to order." 

"In the thame water?" 
Grandpa cracked his egg. "Why, yes. 

What's wrong with it?" 
"I think I'm going back to bed. On 

thecond thought, with that goat there, 
I think not." 

"We-we've got some nice ham
mocks, Hotchkiss," Marlow stam
mered. 

"I should hope tho," he said angrily. 
"I hope thomething a r o u n d here 
workth." 

Leroy and I played Cowboys and In
dians all morning. Whenever Mr. 
Hotchkiss looked comfortable Leroy 
would fire his cap pistol in his ear. 
They didn't eat any lunch. They finally 
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gave up and went back to their cabin, 
goat smell and all. 

Along toward evening our guests 
stumbled out. "Get the peach baskets, 
Stephen," Grandpa said. 

We began picking up pine cones. 
Leroy filled his first and Grandpa gave 
him five dollars. 

"Five dollarth !" exclaimed Mr. 
Hotchkiss. "Whatever for?" 

"You can't get cones like these in 
Columbia," Grandpa said confidenti
ally. "I sell them to the Farmer's 
Market for $10.00. The boys don't 
know that yet." 

"What for?" 
"Pine Burr Soup. It's a Southern 

specialty. Very hard to get, and really 
costs, too. It tastes like crab and steak. 
I hear tell there're some people up 
north that pay $50.00 a gallon for this 
soup." 

"Fifty do!-" whispered Hotchkiss. 
"Thay-you wouldn't mind if we helped 
the boyth, would you?" 

"Of course not. We'll share the 
profits." 

"Don't justh thtand there, Marlow, 
get the other bathket ! We don't have 
all day, you know." 

Grandpa had shelled out $10.00 
when Uncle Silas said "Why don't you 
gen'nlmen try along the bluff near 
y'all's cabin? They mighty good pick
in's up there." 

"Hurry, hurry, Marlow! We can 
get in SO loadth before dark!" 

They'd finished their first baskets 
when Old Ben took a bead on Mr. Mar
low's ample behind. Marlow sailed 
over a three-foot fence at the edge of 
the bluff and dropped out of sight into 
the river. Hotchkiss took out for the 
cabin. Old Ben helped him through the 
screen door on the third try. 

We didn't expect them to show for 
supper, and they didn't. We feasted on 
country ham, grits and red-eye gravy. 
"Let's soften them up," said Grandpa, 
"and invite them to share our simple 
meal, Uncle Silas." 

After supper "Weasel" got Grand
pa's rocker again while "The Rat" 
soaked up life in a deck chair. 

"Come, boys," Grandpa said, stoking 
his pipe. "Let's go crabbing." 

About 9 :30 their cabin lantern went 
out. 

"Oh! Ouch ! Owie ! Yie ! Ow ! 
OHHHHHHHHH !" 

"Croft! What's that terrible noise in 
Mr. Marlow's cabin?" Grandma rushed 
in with a worried look. 

"Ouch! Oh! Oh!" The lantern went 
on in their cabin. "Get him off me!" 

"I can't! I got one of my own!" 
"\Ve gave them each a big blue crab 

as a pet. We put them under the cov
ers of their beds," Grandpa cackled. 

"Come, Croft," Grandma said be
tween fits of laughter, "let's let the boys 
go to bed. ·we'll take care of Mr. Mar
low and Mr. Hotchkiss in the morn
ing." 

Only they weren't there in the morn
ing. They cleared out in the night and 
hitched a ride to Savannah. Grandma 
served Grandpa an extra good helping 
of her waffles. He sighed happily in 
his chair. 

"Thought you said turn the other 
cheek, Croft." 

"I did, and let nature take its 
course." He patted her playfully. 

Leroy and I raced out of the cabin, 
door banging, up the tree. And nobody 
called us down about it, either. 

Ned Borden is a free.-lance writer from 
Columbia. 
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WALNUT GllOVE 

PLANTATION 1765 
UP·t"OUNIIN llillITA.6£ 

SPAQ1ANBUR6 rou II n' 
'Wlll'l-l CAROLINA 

South of Spartanburg at intersection 
1-26 and U.S. 221. Open March I 
through November 30; December l 
through February 28 Sunday after
noons or by appointment. Hours Tues
day-Saturday 11-5; Sundays 2-5. Adults 
S2.00; students Sl.00. For informa
tion, call Spartanburg 576-6546, or 
write Walnut Grove Plantation, Rt. I, 
Roebuck, S.C. 29:!76. 
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Above, Mrs. C. P. Bennett fondly 
recalls her sons' circus days during 
Barnett Bros. Circus touring season. 
Below, Pete Sadowski and his family 
traveled with Barnett Bros. until they 
decided to let the circus leave them 
behind and remain in York, where 
Sadowski now operates a garage. 
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a trailer. A family with children had 
the privilege of a separate trailer. Acts 
were specialized, and every traveling 
member, even the children, had a role 
to play. Pete's wife Lillian was ward
robe mistress and an aerialist. Daughter 
Jane ( now deceased) also was an aer
ialist, and now the Sadowski grand
daughter is doing tumbling and aerial 
work at a circus in Los Angeles. Their 
other daughter, Barbara, worked on the 
swinging ladder. She later married Ar
thur Neely III of York, where they 
continue to live. While on the road the 
circus children kept up with school 
work with the aid of a traveling tutor. 

Today circus performers do prac
tically everything. "They must have at 
least two acts," according to Sadowski, 
"and they really work hard. They play 
big cities in covered quarters and travel 
longer months. Help is hard to get and 
performers must do much of the setting 
up, packing and moving. Some days 
during the last years we worked cir
cuses, we would travel 250 miles a day 
over mountains, show that night, pack 
up and move out the same night." At 
this point the Sadowskis decided to let 
the circus leave them behind. 

About 20 years ago the Sadowskis 
were given an opportunity to return to 
the trail for a season, this time with the 
Christiani Circus on a jaunt to Alaska. 
It was the first circus to enter Alaska, 
and the going was rough. Traveling on 
cart trails, they left their house trailers 
behind and roughed it. The Sadowskis 
had an apartment in the front end of a 
horse truck. "It was a hardship trip," 

- All photos by John Daughtry 

Despite the 
troubles of the 
world in 1937, 
the Charlotte 
Observer still 
had space to 
report the 
happy story of 
the Bennett 
boys, Joe, 
Charles, Bill, 
Stanley and 
Douglas 
(from left). 

says Lillian, who now works in the 
office at Pete's Garage, "but just like a 
picture all the way." 

"It was such an exciting life," she 
continues, referring to their years with 
Barnett. "Something was happening all 
the time." Some things which hap
pened, however, were not to be remem
bered so joyfully as others. One open
ing night, for example, Mrs. Sadowski 
rushed past the lion cages with a daugh
ter by each hand when a lion reached 
through the bars and caught her arm. 
A trip to the hospital and multiple 
stitches followed. 

Then there was the time when a lone 
elephant, Alice, was left behind in York 
to be picked up by another circus during 
the summer. She was chained in a 
grassy meadow, but she learned to un
hook the chain, pick it up and sneak 
away noiselessly-if such a thing is pos
sible. One memorable 3 :00 a.m., Chief 
of Police Dave Boyd discovered her 
absence and, not wanting to alarm the 
populace, set out alone to search. He 
found her-in the Rev. John Roper's 
backyard, enthusiastically tearing up 
the garden. 

Another time five elephants were 
being delivered to Jefferson Street on 
a trailer truck. When the truck was 
opened the elephants loped out and male 
Joe shattered the small town quiet with 
a trumpet blast that put Johnny Weis
muller to shame. Automobiles scattered, 
people scurried away in fear. "One 
driver left in reverse at high speed," 
recalls Pete. 

On winter weekends automobiles 
from neighboring communities cruised 
into York to give the occupants a 
glimpse of the caged or grazing ani
mals. One gentleman from Kings 
Mountain, N.C., recalls numerous Sun
day afternoons of ice cream and animal 
gazing in Yark, his favorite outing as 
a pre-schooler. 

The children of Yark became circus
happy. Tree climbers became aerialists. 
Pet owners put their dogs and cats 
through the paces. Every family had a 
clown or two. One day Joe Bennett, age 
nine, was playing in an apple tree when 
a limb broke. He adroitly slid down a 
wet wire on slippery tennis shoes, 
landed upright-and a star was born. 
He rounded up five or six contempor
aries and organized. Barnett Bros. 
would be away on tour during the sum
mer, and York would be without a cir-
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In downtown York a long, low tin 
building hugs the railroad tracks. 
Scrawled along its side in timeworn, 

outsize letters are the words: CIRCUS 
WINTER QUARTERS. The circus 
is long gone-sold to Clyde Beatty in 
1946; but it brought to York a new 
dimension in life which still lingers. 

In 1929 R. W. Rogers, owner of the 
brand-new Barnett Brothers Circus, 
(his widow, Mrs. Emmy Mangum, now 
resides in Rock Hill), had first selected 
Camp Croft for winter quarters; but 
the camp had seen hard years during 
World War I and had fallen into dis
repair. The beds were rickety, facilities 
were lacking, and Rogers was looking 
for better quarters when he spotted an 
unused building in York. Preferring 
this part of the country because the cli
mate suited the animals, Rogers moved 
his circus into York. Most of the crew 
departed during the winter months, 
leaving behind only a skeleton force. 
Pete Sadowski was one of those who 
stayed behind; Pete Sadowski still re
mains in York. 

Sadowski joined Barnett Bros. as a 
mechanic-electrician when the circus 
was first organized, and he remained 
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until it was sold. He now runs his own 
garage in York and is as Southern as 
hush puppies, if you can overlook a 
definite New England twang in his 
voice. He remained in York because 
"I guess I just like it. I'd go upcountry 
and stay two weeks, then I'd get itchy 
to come back south. Folks would ask 
me where I was headed, and I'd say 
'home.'" 

The circus was a good one, with all 
the latest big-time acts. Touring the 
eastern United States, Ba.rnett Bros. 

By Elizabeth S. Smith 

featured Hoot Gibson, Tom Tyler, 
William Desmond and the original 
Lone Ranger, Lee Powell. During 
Powell's tenure with Barnett he mar
ried Norma Rogers, daughter of the 
owner. "He was drafted right from the 
circus," relates Sadowski , "and later 
killed at I wo Jima." 

A circus in those days hit every 
crossroad, setting up tents and sprink
ling a hearty mat of sawdust during the 
May to September season. Circus 
people traveled in trailer homes, four to 
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cus. "Why not a Bennett Bros.?" rea
soned the lads. Barnett Bros. gave them 
an old tent and lent them aged horses, 
some dogs and one buffalo. A vacant lot 
on Lincoln Street became a showplace. 
T. C. Dunlap loaned them a truck and 
driver. Several York businessmen 
pushed the effort. The first performance 
drew only a dozen or so spectators at 
10 cents for general admission, 20 cents 
for reserved seats. As summers came 
and went performers became more pro
ficient. Eventually they had to turn 
folks away. There were trapeze acts, 
costumes, tumblers, clowns, dancing 
dogs, even a tightwire act-eventually 
18 in all. Orin Bennett organized an 
11-piece jazz band. 

The buffalo act lasted only one un
glorious performance, but the buffalo 
was a showstopper that one time. Tied 
to a tree by wire cable awaiting his 
stage entrance, he managed to break 
loose. Word was whispered among the 
cast members, who quickly left the 
stage to retrieve the buffalo. Some 15 
minutes later the buffalo lumbered laz
ily back into the circle, the undaunted 
performers returned and the show con
tinued. The audience never knew what 
caused the delay. 

One year the Bennett Bros. Circus 
went on tour to Clover and Rock Hill, 
playing to large audiences each time. In 
1937 the Yorkville Enquirer wrote: 
"This year they've graduated into the 
professional." 

But age and war took their toll, and 
in the late 1930s the Bennett perform
ers started leaving for college, and later 
for service. Some of them returned to 
York, others scattered to parts un
known. Of the six Bennett boys, only 
Stanley defected to North Carolina as 
chaplain at Western Carolina Univer
sity. Joe and Charles operate a furni
ture business in Rock Hill. Orin and 
Bill settled in York, while Doug is 
principal and coach at Swansea High 
School. Other ex-performers live in 
York but seldom gather to reminisce. 

Mrs. C. P. Bennett frequently pores 
over the newspaper clippings and photo
graphs of her boys and their friends. 
"They were really good," she declared. 
"And in all their performances there 
was only one casualty-a broken finger." 

Elizabeth Simpson Smith is a free-lance 
writer from Iron Station, N. C. 
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interesting, 

unusual items 

and services 

= = = = ,c ANT I OU ES =-= = = = 
NOTTINGHAM ANTIQUES. 166 Alabama St. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302. Dealer to the dis
criminating. 18th and 19th century furniture 
Decorative accessories. 

,cx,c,.,c,.,c:ANTIOUE PRINTS ~=,c,.= 
INTRODUCING OUR 1974 catalog of antique 
prints and maps. Catesby, Edwards, Gould ... 
Many state and regional maps. Two dollars. 
Musgrove Mill, 393 East St. John St., Spartan
burg, s. c_ 29302. 

==,c,. ANTIQUES & GIFTS· =~,c;,. 
WILLIAM KEY INTERIORS. Offering an ex· 
citing collection of gifts, accessories and furni 
ture. Antique, Traditional and Contemporary. 
For office and home. Displayed in a gracious 
town house setting. 909 East Washington 
Street, Greenville, South Carolina. 233-4469 or 
233-4479. 

YANCEY COUNTY COUNTRY STORE, 
Burnsville, North Carolina, in beautiful YANCY 
COUNTY. 37 miles NE of Asheville on 19E or 
30 minutes from BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY via 
Spruce Pine or Route 80. 14 "JAM PACKED" 
ROOMS!! EVERYTHING, new and old, from 
calf weaners to "Ground before your eyes" 
PEANUT BUTTER. Open all year (Sundays 
from noon). COME SPEND SOME TIME!! 
Parkway Playhouse, Music in the Mountains, 
Painting in the Mountains, Penland Craft 
School, Mount Mitchell, and Nu Wray Inn. 
YOU WONT BE SORRY!! For information 
write Box 8, Burnsville, North Carolina, 28714. 

=== ART RESTORATION === 
YOUR TREASURED PORTRAITS, paintings 
faithfully cleaned, relined, restored. Mrs. B. W. 
Moorman, 1342 Heatherwood Road, Columbia, 
South Carolina, 29205. 782-5941 . 

<::>< = = <>< = BOO KS == = = = 
HAMPTON BOOKS. Old and rare books, 
prints, posters, maps. Rt. 1, Box 76, Newberry, 
S.C. 29108. Ph. 276-6870 (US Hwy. 176, 2 mi. 
N. of S.C. 34). 

== = ,c COATS OF AR MS ::x = >C><>C>< 

HAND PAINTED, RESEARCHED heraldic de
signs-crewel and needlepoint arms-kneeling 
bench. Heritage Arts, Box 468, Edgefield, S.C . 
29824. 

=== METAL DETECTOR >c:><>C><>C>< 

WHITE'S METAL DETECTORS. Mineral and 
metal locators in stock. Columbia Gun Ex
change, 6306 Devine Street . 776-4563. 

>C>< = ><.:>< ,c:; NEED L EWOR K => = = = 
AUTHENTIC NEEDLEPOINT college emblems 
painted on canvas, yarn included. Special: coats 
of arms painted on canvas, yarn included (allow 
two weeks for delivery). Also, we will do your 
research. Graphs, canvas and yarn for S. C. 
palmetto tree and medical caduceuses. Nation
ally advertised Icelandic !<;its for ponchos and 
ski sweaters. Imported yarns, materials, crewel 
and needlepoint. Assorted pocketbook kits. 
Folline's Knit and Bridge Studio (next to the 
A&P), 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S. C. 
29205. Phone '.?53-9748. 

>C><>C><><.:>< RESORT PROPERTY === 
RESORT INVESTMENT, sales, rentals. Garden 
City and Murrells Inlet. Large selection of 
ocean front and water-oriented properties. 
Dunes Realty, Inc., Atlantic Avenue, Garden 
City, South Carolina, 29576. 803-236-2755. 

RESORT INVESTMENTS, sales, rentals. 
Garden City, Murrells Inlet, and Litchfield 
Beaches. Large selection of ocean front and 
water-oriented properties. Dunes Realty, Inc., 
Atlantic Avenue, Garden City, South Carolina, 
29576, 803-236-2755 or Townsend Real Estate 
Company, P. 0. Drawer 157, Pawley's Island, 
South Carolina, 29585, 803-237-4473. 

RETIREMENT OR INVESTMENT PROPER
TY on and around 18-hole golf course in South 
Carolina. Call 803-894-3666 or write Cooper's 
Creek Golf Club, P. 0. Box 968, Pelion, South 
Carolina, 29123. 

Gulfstream Fishing Aboard The 

"SPOONFUL" 
A custom-built 37-Foot 
Twin Diesel Powered 

Sport Fishing Boat 

MARLIN 

SAILFISH 

DOLPHIN 
TUNA 
WAHOO 

MACKEREL 

with Complete Electronics 

Guarantee • No Fish - No Charge 

For Reservations and Information 
Call 803/884-4232 

Located At 
Mt. Pleasant Marina 
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'Discover 
Peace 

at 

CHA'J<.bES 
TOWNE 
J:dNDING~ 
[D South Cosgrove Exit~ ;, 

Group Reservations 

Phone 556-4450 

Charleston, S. C. 

personally .... 
A dynamic and creative monthly periodical reflecting the best that 

South Carolina and its people have been, are now and will be. 

This month I'd like to introduce our newest staff member, Susan 
Shealy, a native of Columbia who has been a secretary here at Sandlapper 
since February. She attended Dreher High School and the University 
of South Carolina. 

Susan is our "Girl Friday" here at Sandlapper. While we all answer 
letters ourselves, it's Susan who neatly types them and gets them in the 
mail, thus freeing us to go about our routine of putting out a magazine. 
She also performs the other typical secretarial duties-filing, answering 
the telephone, sorting the mail and helping me get through the loads of 
work necessary for a publisher. She's an efficient worker, and I really 
don't know what we'd do without her. 

Susan's newest responsibility is coordinating our "Happenings" 
column. Susan will be filing and arranging the dates of events sent to us 
for that column. "I think it's an important part of the magazine, since 
it lets our readers know what will be coming up in their area that might 
be interesting to them, like concerts, art shows and everything," Susan 
says. We hope that you will help Susan out by sending your information 
well in advance so that we can get it into the magazine. We work about 
two months ahead, so be sure and get us the word about that important 
event. 

Since we try to include notice of each event brought to our attention, 
we need to receive the information at least six to eight weeks before the 
first day of the month in which the event will take place; if your or
ganization wishes to announce an event which takes place in November, 
for example, we need to have the information by about the first week in 
September. We've found that the "Happenings" column is one of the 
most popular features in Sandlapper, and we're anxious to bring as 
many events as possible to the attention of the public. 

We have changed our operation a little bit so that we might bring 
you an even better magazine. Many of you might be surprised at what 
goes into the production of Sandlapper, and in the future, I want to tell 
you more about our operation. 

In the meantime, I hope you will drop us a line to let us know 
what we are doing right-and what we are doing wrong. In order for 
us to produce your magazine, we've got to know what you want. Let us 
know, won't you? 

Kay N. Langley, Publisher 
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Private Property. 
Just across the bridge from Hilton Head Island, you'll find a 

phenomenon. A truly private community. Moss Creek Plantation. 
Moss Creek is for property buyers in search of a truly private 

lifestyle. In a primary home and private second home community 
which ultimately will be reserved for the exclusive use of its prop
erty owners and their guests. 

You'll have your own golf course. 
Two of them in fact. The first one, Devil's Elbow, is ,almost 

• ready. Designed by George and Tom Fazio, Devil's Elbow 
will stretch over 6,740 yards. Through woods, across 

inland water and salt marshes. The second course 
· s planned for the near future. 

And when you're not golfing, we 
plan to provide you with complete 

tennis, horseback riding, swim
ming and yachting facilities. 

And more. 

You'll have nature to yourself. 
More than 50% of Moss Creek's total acreage will be 

used for open space and recreational facilities. Residential devel
opment will account for only 38% of the land area. Providing 
maximum exposure to deep hardwood forests, long green fair
ways and our 10 miles of marsh frontage. 

Rigid architectural covenants will be enforced at Moss 
Creek. But residents will be encouraged to satisfy their individual 
tastes, in keeping with the environment. 

For a time, our private property will be open to the public. 
In the near future, Moss Creek golf and amenity packages 

will be available to prospective buyers, guests and visitors. But 
once the permanent population is established, Moss Creek amen
ities will be limited to property owners and their guests. For more 
information, about now and later, contact Moss Creek Plantation, 
P.O. Box 5310, Hilton Head Island, S.C. -
29928. Telephone ( 803) 785-4488. 



We're knpwn b~ the 
companies we lieep. 
Many distinguished firms in South Carolina have chosen 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield health care coverage because 
they know it's the best there is. 

Dedicated to your best interest . ... 

When one health care plan is the overwhelming choice throughout the 
Palmetto State, it must be doing its job - paying maximum benefits 
at reasonable rates, and with the least possible red tape. 
That's more than protection - that's peace of mind. 

, . ~ 
+-.· .• 

Blue Cross® 
Blue Shield® 
of South Carolina 
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